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Students forced to·register

Candidates
to run as a
pfilr, not trio

SHELLEY MARMOR
'

STAFF WRITER

Saad Laassel woke at 4 a.m. to try
and arrive ahead of time to avoid the long
lines. Still, the senior computer science
major had to endure a three-and-a-halfhour wait before he was questioned, fingerprinted and photographed as part of a
new anti-terrorism measure that brought
him to the U.S. government's attention
merely because of his place of birth.
Laassel, from Marrakech, Morocco,

• Last-minute confusion
revived question of
whether SGA would elect
I. one
vice president or two

was among the thousands of people classified as having a high-risk of terrorist
across the country recently required to activity.
register with the Immigration and
· Anticipating the same crowd -that
Naturalization service as part of the new Laassel ~:xpeCted, the Orlando INS office
National Security Entry-Exit Registration opened at 7:30 a.m., 30 miimtes earlier
·than normal, on the day the registration
Program.
This registration process applies to requirement went into effect.
When his turn finally came and his
males 16 and older who entered this country on or before Sept. 30, 2002, on tempo- name was called, Laassel walked into a
rary visas - a group that primarily sin- room where he filled out a three-page
gles out businessmen and students. These questionnaire. H had io allow INS
males come from one of 25 predominantly
Muslim countries that the government has

.

\

BEN BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

And then there were two.
The Student Government Association,
currently run by a president and two vice
pre~idents, has officially nixed one of those
secondary positions le3.ding up to next
month's SGA presidential elections.
_
The long-discussed decision alerts
potential candidates that they must run as
a two-member - rather than three-member - slate. That matter had remained
unresolved even as·the deadline for candidates to declare.their inter~st approached.
The -period for candidates to
announce their intentions opens Monday
and _runs thrQugil: Jan. 30.-. A~tive cam- .. :
· paigrung .!s sclioouled _beii.n J1eb.·JO.,_.. ·
with elections scheduled for Feb. 17-19.
Students voted last fall to trim the trio
at the top to two. Then, in November, Tom
Huddleston, UCF's vice president for student development and enrollment Services,
officially approved the change.
The triumVirate was first installed in
1998 with the creation of an executive vice
president to serve in addition to the student body president and student body vice
·· .
president.
Yet With the election looming, the
issue was revived again with ~tudent senators' discovery that they had failed to
strike a line from existing SGA statutes
that still made mention of an executive vice
,
president.
Following that discovery; Sens. Oren
Falkowitz and Tyler VanVorhees .introduced a measure Jan. 16 to eliminate the
post. Others objected, referring to what
they saw as an 11th-hour maneuver.
Rather than resolve the dispute, how- .
ever, the Senate forwarded the matter to
the SGA Judicial Council.
On Tuesday,· SGA Chief Justice
Christopher Polk released a statement
announcing that only two candidates
would be allowed to run on a single presidential 'ticket after all.
Besides declaring that a. two-candidate ticket would stand for the upcoming
election, the Judicial Coµncil also ruled
that any person currently holding the position of executive vice president would be
allowed to remain ill office for the diiration
of their term. ·That' preserves the job currently held by Executive Vice President
Brian Battles until 'May 8, when the newly
elected student body president and student body vice president will be sworn in.
"The Judicial Council made their decision, and that's what we'll have to go with,"
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Current oN 7

ADAM RosCHE I CFF

Jessica Paulson, sophomore, looks at the dent on the back bumper of her Mazda, a problem similar to what many UCF students have had to deal with.

Cross ·that intersection
and risk a $45 ticket
'

STAFF WRITER

Damaged cars drain
students) dol!ttrs
RACHEL ZALL
STAFF WRITER

After a long day on campus,
junior Alyssa Corsaro gets into her
car and prepares to leave. Only one
thing delays her departure - the
driver who just backed into her
bumper in the dirt parking lot.
"The person was there, but
didn't care enough to even get out
of her car,';-Corsaro,·20, said. '.'Sh~

finally got out when she realized I
wasn't moving out of her way."
Many students, staff and faculty members have encountered
Corsaro's situation on this car-congested campus. Racing back to
their vehicle after class or at the
end of a workday, they find a new
dent and the driver who did it
nowhere to be found. Other times
they may find themselves bumperto-bumper with another driver trying to inake a .similar escape. Whether drivers are distracted by
cell phones, the juggling of papers
PLEASE SEE Accidents ON
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.
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Some ~tudents sweat the idea of working out at the gym.

Index:

Stoned cold sober fads
Why do drug commercials push pot propaganda?

/ J

-LIFESTYLES, 16
~

.A new traffic light in front of the Recreation
and Wellness Center has eased traffic congestion,
but pedestrian jaywalking is still rampant by students who continue to cross the intersection outside of marked crosswalks and stroll through
"don't walk" signals.
But pedestrians, ·who have a misconception
that they have the right of way over drivers, now
will face a $45 fine if they are caught jaywalking
by UCF Police.
.
·"It is definitely a problem, people walking
right out in front of you," said Sgt. Troy
WilliaJJ?.son, the crime prevention coordinator at
UCF. "Essentially there's no fear, and people get
hurt when they think that."
4
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UCF STUDENT/FACULTY SPECIALS
UCF Washington Center
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Anytime Minutes
Call all you want.
When you want.
To where you want accross
the U.S. for only one m_onthly fee

UNLIMITED ·

EXPLANATION OF RATES AND CHARGES 02002 AT&T Wireless. All Rights Reserved.Requires new activation on a qualified on a qualified plan, credit approval, a $36 activation fee, one· or two-year agreement, a Dlgllal multi-network phone and up to a $175 cancellailon fee. Not available for purchase or use In ell areas. Night and weekend minutes, additional Anytime Minutes, Domestic Long Distance, and Discounted Additional Line promotions available to you as long as you remain active on the same plan and price point selected at activation. Usage ls rounded up to th'e next full minute. Unused monthly minute allowances lost You will forfeit benefits Hyou do not return a signed twe>-year agreerrent within 60 days of acUvatlon. Included Anytime Minutes only available in the Home Calling Area and on the AT&T Wireless network on AT&T Wireless National Network plans. Servlci> may be billed In a subsequent month due to delayed reporting between carriers; this service will be charged a.If used In the month billed. Sending text messages, roaming, addiUonal minute and long distance charges. and other restrictions. charges, universal connectivity charge, surcharges, assessments to defray the costs for government-mandated programs and taxes apply. Avallablllty and reliability. of service are subject to transmission limitations. Not available with other offers. Offers available fore limltell time. You will be bound
by the General Terms and Conditions and rate plan and promotional malerials. AT&T Wireless Shared Advantage Additional Lines Promotion: Each account must have a minimum of two and a maximum of live AT&T Wireless Shared Advanlage Plan Subscribers. Each additional line Is $14.99 with a one-year agreement and $9.99 with a twe>-year agreement
each per month for third, fourth and fifth phone lines activated during the promotional p~riod. Otter expires 02/08/03 unless terminated sooner. Night and Weekend Minutes: Available on calls placed from the Home Calling Area and appllC8ble long distance charges additional. Night and weekend airtime Is from 9:00p.m. - 5:59a.m. Monday-Friday; and Friday, •
g;00p.m.- Monday 5:59a.m. Domestic Long Distance: No wireless long distance charges apply to calls placed from your Home Calling Area to anywhere in the SO United States. Standard airtime charges apply. Discounted Activation Fee: Only available with a signed two-year service agreement You will be charged $26 If signed agreement not received within 60 days of activation. AT&T Wireless MobileAsslst Promotion: When you sign up for AT&T Wireless MoblleAsslst, we will waive the monthly fee of $2,99 for two months. The AT&T Wireless MobUeAsslst program provide~ coverage up to $50 per Incident. You are responsible for any addlfional charges above the covered s9rvlce arncunt. Limit of four service calls per calendar year. The AT&T Wireless phone enrolled in the program-must be present when·servlce is delivered. Wireless coverage not available In all areas. Service may be requested using a landline phone. Coverage.will become effective 72 hours alter your enrollment. Services provided through Asurion. The schedule of benefits, terms and oonditions may vary to conform to state laws. See the AT&T Wireless MobileAsslst Welcome Gulde or go to attwireless.com/personaVmoblleasslst for full terms and conditions. Voice-Accessed Information: Only avallable In AT&T Wireless network ares. Accuracy, availability, and timeliness of the information Is not guaranteed and may not be accessible al all
times; ~elays or omissions may occur. While your requests are processed, advertlsemenls we think will be of i12terest to you wltl be played. Your phone number will be shared with TellMe Networks to personal!Ze your Voice-Accessed Information will be governed by TellMe's policies. For complete details, say "Legal Disclalmel' from the Mein Menu.
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Registration
viewed as
discriminatory

Higher education
around the nation
Bush·promises more for
black, Hispanic.colleges
The Bush administration will propose a 5percent increase for the 2004 fiscal year for programs for historically black colleges and colleges with large Hispanic enrollments. The proposed expenditure, $371-million, would represent an increase of nine percent over the 2002
level.
The announcement of the proposal came
late Sunday, days after Bush angered many
minority educators when he said his administration would file ·a brief with the U.S. Supreme
Court opposing the University of Michigan's
affirmative-action policies.
The proposed increase would benefit three
federal programs that award grants competitively to institutions serving black and Hispanic
• students for projects like construction, student
services, scholarship aid and faculty development.
A total of 99 institutions are eligtble to apply
.. for grants under the Strengthening Historically
Black Colleges and Universities Program.
Over all, Bush wants to increase support for
the three programs by 30 percent from 2001 to
2005. When he was running for president in
2000, Bush proposed increa,ses over five years of
77 percent for the two programs for historically
black institutions and 90 percent for Hispanic-serving institutions.

FROM PAGE

1hink Ghetto' party for
King holiday ranceDed
Admillistrators at Texas A&M University at
College Station forced a group of students to
cancel an off-{',3ffipus party scheduled for Martin
Luther King's Birthday after learning that the
students planned to dress in gangsta-rap outfits
and other racially demeaning costumes.
Students living in one of the campus residence halls had been planning a party called
"Think Ghetto," which was to be held in the
• nearby city of Bryan on Monday. An anonymous
letter tipped off university administrators about
the party.
University officials expressed outrage that
students would plan to do something so racially
insensitive on the holiday honoring the slain
civil-rights leader. Officials went door to door in
Walton Hall, the residence hall where the party
was being planned, hand delivering a letter condemning the party.
·
The anonymous letter to the administration
alleged that the students planned to wear blackPLEASE SEE

Gay students gathered outside
the Student Union Tuesday for a
rally to gain support for equal
rights on campus. Shannon
Brody, freshman led a debate
with Paul Davis, a campus
administer for the group Our
Generation, on whether or not
homosexuals deserve protection.

Poorer oN 7

Homeland semrity
The new Homeland Security

Bill gives federal bureaus a consid-

"If yo.uhave nothing to hide then
you should ha\E nothing to worry
about Call me naive but Itrust the
government~

er~ble

and unprecedented license
to pry, especiallywhere the Int-ernet
is concerned. In accordance with
the new bill, the govrernment will
have the right to collect and monitor any data that individuals may
have otherwise· thought to be private, including e-mails. Passed
underneath the guise of an anti-terrorist preventative measure, it has
strong implications concerning the
privacy of future communications
for Americans.

-ALEX POWEll,
SOPHOMORE

-Sfi4WN GOWBERG.
JUNIOR

"If you want to know the truth
aoout what someones doing. then
you have to sh~ li9ht on tflat
subject. If ~body knCM'S what
everybody's domg. then people will
know more and 1t will help.

-{RA/G BOISSEAU,
SENIOR

How do UCF students feel about
the new standard for Internet
privacy violations?
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' As far as the war goes, its definitely the more important of the battles, but there's going to be more
damage by a serious breach of the
Cnnstitution than any terrorist can
ever plan. The NSA and CIA are
supposed to do foreign intelligence
and merging them into this nuge
thing effectively creates Big Brother.
We nave to be careful not to trade
in liberty for security."

-U l4RVAOHO.

JUNIOR
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"I think its a really dangerous idea
that could probaoly invade the privacy of peo~e tl}at are law-?biding.
You trust the government with your
lives and fur them to hold freedom
for you, but at the same time it
should trust the people that are citizens already. [lhe bill] uses preventive measure with very_ little to
account for checks and balances."

Sales Desk

sales@UCF.fature.com

x169
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employees to photocopy all the items in
his wallet, including his driver's license
and credit cards. He also had to answer
an hour's worth of questions· posed to
him by an INS employee --questions that
dealt with his political ideologies, as well
.as the political ideologies of his family
and friends.
"It's scary because they are looking
at a computer screen," he said. "You don't
know what they already know about
you."
He added: "Now; anything I do Can be
tracked by the government."
· He denounced the legitimacy of
including his country on this list, saying,
'We don't have terrorism in Morocco."
Nonetheless, the federal government
included Laassel's homeland in a list that
also includes Afghanistan, Algeria,
Bahrain, Bangladesh, Egypt, Eritrea,
Indonesia, Iraq, Iran, Jordan, Lebanon,
Libya, Kuwait, North Korea, Oman,
Pakistan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Somalia,
Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, United Arab
Emirates and Yemen.
While Laassel now has qualms
about the process, and doubts it will work
because he does not foresee terrorists
going to INS to register, he concedes that
he initially thought it might be effective.
''At first I had mixed feelings,'' he
said. "I thought maybe they had to do
this."
"But it's really the same as what [the
Germans] did to the Jews,'' he added. _
Civil rights groups, such as the
American Civil Liberties Union and the
Arab American Anti-Discrimination
Committee, agree. They have criticized
the process, calling it discriminatory and
saying it will attach unnecessary stigmas
to an exclusive group of people.
However, some UCF students
applaud this measure. Junior political
science and history major . Andrew
Dilliner believes the registration will lead
to "terror plots being foiled."
"I believe that· if the measures are
carried out properly and effectively," he
said, "terror attacks have a better chance
at being avoided."
Dilliner, however, s~d he sympathizes with those who have to register,
but believes that if they have nothing to
hide, they should have nothing to worry
about. He also said that the INS registra~
tion helps him feel more l}.t ease about th~
U.S. deterring another terrorist attack. "I do feel a little safer with the registration process because the government
has now started to do some~g about
stopping terrorism," Dilliner said.
Senior political science major
Jessica Isola disagreed. She called the
INS registration process "prejudiced and
unconstitutional."
''When Timothy McVeigh committed
the terrorist attack in Oklahoma," Isola
said, "the government didn't start screening every Christian Caucasian male in
this country."
Despite both the criticisms and the_
appreciation of this new anti-terrorist
measure, the INS registration process
continues for many people, whether they
agree with its validity or not.
"It's-not fair; but what can you do?"
Laassel said. ''You have to do it."
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Accidents-happen daily
FROM PAGE l

a.Ild books, or just a general
rush to and from, accidents in
UCF's many parking . lots are
common.
It doesn't help that there
are so many aggressive drivers
fighting for so few parking
spaces. About 37,000 parking
decals are sold each semester
for the 13,835 parking spots on
campus, said Ina Carpenter, the
executive .assistant for UCF
parking services. The decals
putnumber parking spots
because not everyone has classes at the sanie time, she said.
Although UCF Police Sgt.
Troy Williamson said acQidents
occtir on campus once or twice
a week on average, anecdotal
evidence suggests that fenderbenders occur with much more
regularity. The victims and perpetrators just don't bother to
report them.
_ "We get parking-lot accidents frequently," Williamson
said. "Some people leave notes,
but there are ·a lot of hit-and. runs."
Corsaro called UCF Police
right away after the other driver backed into her 1998 Nissan
Sentra.
"I knew that it was going to
be expensive, and I couldn't
afford to claim it on my own
insurance or pay it myself," she
said. "Besides, I didn't know
how reliable she would be about
paying the damages if we han-

died it on our own."
The mechanic estimated
that reprurs would cost $500
bec&use Corsaro's entire .
bumper had to be replaced or it
would never be the same, she
added.
"My car was fixed, but it
was an extreme inconvenience
to me because I couldn't get to
work for the few days it was in
the shop," she said. "I had no
transportation."
Sophomore
Andrea
Friedman's 2002 Mitsubishi
Eclipse was hit in the same lot
as Corsaro' s car.
"One day I was driving into
the parking lot and this girl way
in front of me st.a rted to reverse,
so I stopped," Friedman,19,
said. "She just kept coming until
she was really close. I beeped
my horn, but she still hit me.''
Friedman's front bumper
and part of her hood was dentect
when her car was hit. Unlike
Corsaro, however, Friedman
and the other driver handled it
on their own ·rather than alert
and wait for police, since they
both were going _to class and
neither of them wanted to be
late.
"I think these accidents ·
happen because of all the construction and reckless drivers around," Friedman said.
Still, if anyone has an accident or returns to their car to
find that it has been hit, they
are advised to contact UCF
Police.

"If it's a hit-and-run, the
only thing we can do is give the
drivers a report form, unless
there - are
witnesses,"
Williamson said.
·
That short form - used fa ·
the case of a hit-and-run, or for
drivers to exchange information
themselves for the benefit of
their respective insurance com- _
panies - is one of two types oi
forms that police use in accidents. The longer form, containing· about four pages and
requiring much more detailed
information, is used if anytme
-has been hurt, wound up iri the
hospital or had extensive damage to their car, ·William~on
said.
Unfortunately, junior DavidMartinez, 20, was not aware of
his options when he came out of
his class and found a dent in his
brand-new 2001 Honda Civic.
"Since nobody was around,
I figured there was nothing I
could do," he said. ''When I saw
the dent in my new car, it really
made me mad, because I had to
pay for someone else's recklessness and lack of consideration
out of my own pocket."
Martinez's advice is to try
to park away from other cars if
possible and pay attention at all
times.
"I think that if people would
just try to concentrate on driving and not show off or d,o 10
other things in the car at once,
there would definitely be fewer
accidents on campus."

1.· 1.· -. ,. ·i111

Jaywalking continues
despite traffic light -

FERRIEL RHoDB.S I CFF

Despite the new 'Stoplight and crosswalk, students. jaywalk in front of the Rec Center.
FROM PAGE l

· Before
the
university
installed the traffic light, the
intersectton was a three-way stop
sign, and pedestrians would often
cross regardless of how many
cars were waiting. Many stugents
still seem to be following the
same procedure, and officers fear
students are at a larger risk of
getting injured now that the passing cars rely on a green light to
direct traffic flow.
· Students like freslriJ:!an
Andrew Pignato, 18, cross the
intersection illegally several
times a day. Pignato has been
warned by a UCF police officer
that he ·would get a ticket if he
was caught again.
"Most of the time I just go

ifWllm1dttln ·

Interfraternity Council
, I

JPC I Orotik Counci1 at 407~823-2072 ·
Mark Lim,. IPC VP Recroitment. 4Q7..482~972 l; e-mail: ri«papa32@aoJ.com
·
htt,P:llpegasus.cc.ud.eduJ--.ifc
·
.'
httpitpegasus.cc.udedul-gogredc
. ·

\

when I know the light's going to
turn right before it turns," he
said. "I do it if I'm running late to
class or trying to get home."
While he admits he is a fre.quen.t jaywalker, he isn't necessarily opposed to UCF officers'
warnings to issue fines to viola- .
tors:
"If they didn't, people would
be walking across when the light
was green; it would cause more
traffic when the lights are there to
fix traffic [problems]," he said.
For the time being, police
have only issued warnings
instead of tickets in an effort to
·convince students to cross the
.intersection legally.
"If you're patient, you wait
less than a minute and you can
walk," Williamson said.

News• 5
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Punk isn't d~ad, it
Irioved to the class·.
MIKE BLAKELY

.

STAFF WRITER

Since the s,econd week of January, some of
the most famous angst-driven, three-chord bal-.
lads ever recorded have been heard blaring
from a trailer behind the Classroom 1 Building.
In fact, the sounds are so loud that neighboring
classes occasionally have to ask them to keep
_the volume down.
This is education?
It is if the teacher is Eugene Montague, the
man behind the novel first-time offering in the
UCF Music ~partment, a course titled Punk in
the History and Practice of Rock Music.
Montague and his students meet twice a
week to study bands such as the Ramones, the
Sex Pistols, the Germs and the impact that
these and other punk bands have had on con·
temporary culture. .
Like other students, those in Montague's
class must write papers, and there are in-class
quizzes that require them to identify certain
songs. But unlike most other classes, this one
also sends its students out to visit "hole-in-thewall" clubs around town and hear some really
loud bands perform.
Those students -already have defined the
punk SOWld - simplistic, two- or three-chord
songs with raw vocals, junior Jenny Baxter, 22,
said.
·
Yet, there is much, more to it. The word
"punk" can be applied to just about anything,
Montague said.
"It is very hard to draw boundaries," he
added.

Jf. .

~

tAs a department,

we,are looking for
wrtys to broaden
·ourselves in tfie
university.
We want to provide .·
opportunities for
all students to
engage in diverse
styles of music."
-EUGENE MONTAGUE

Professor of Punk in the
History and Practice of Roe

In appearance, Montague himself proves
the stereotypical definition wrong. His clothes
smell nice. His hair shines. His voice - a Dublin
accent that conveys an intellectual authority sounds better-suited for a voiceover in a hisPLEASE SEE
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Tale It Off; Keep It Off

POLICE BEAT

Pot dealer passes out,
.offers signed confession
CARLY MORRIS
STAFF WRITER

ambulance came. After he
awakened and was examined
for injuries, Wynder gave a
signed statement claiming the
marijuana belonged to him.

Mark.Anthony Wynder, 20,
arrested on charges of
possession of cannabis with
intent to sell on Jan. 11. Officer Litt~ring leads to·
Erik:Lashinsky responded to a manJuana mess
Melissa Anderson, 20, was
call at Pegasus Landing in reference to possible drug use.
arrested on charges of possesUpon his arrival, he met sion of cannabis on Jan. 11.
•
with the resident a_dvisor, Officer Paul White noticed peoDarren Evan, who said som~ ple throwing beer cans from a
~ :· one had called the front office
balcony at Pegasus Pointe.
. -·~: and reported smelling mari- white asked for the residents ··
. -~ juana. Lashinsky went to the to come down and clean up the
· ., room and knocked on the door; mess. When Anderson came
, covering the peephole while he down, White asked for her
· knocked. When the door identification. When she
· op-ened, Lashinsky was given · opened her purse, White saw a
permission to enter the apart- bag of marijuana. Anderson
was arrested following a field
•
ment.
Once inside, he saw three · test of the marijuana.
burnt marijuana cigarettes, a
-scale and individual bags with
Police reporter Carly Morris can be
marijuana inside. During the
reached at cmorris@ucffuture.com
search, Wynder fainted and an
w~s

DAVE KENNEDY I

Shayne Calahan and Ari Gardner listen to the Sex Pi$tols during a listening quiz in Dr. Eugene Montague's
Punk in the History and Practice of Rock Music class. Neighboring classes have complained of the noise.
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.Students study .Middle_Earth
Class analyzes ·
].R.R..Tolkien
STEPHEN HIRST
STAFF WRITER

Imagine a oourse in Which the
curriculum includes the mandatory
study and discussion of the
Fellowship of the Rings jourrteyfrom
the . elven city of Rivendell to. the
Mines of Moria and essay
-topics range from ''The Character of
Gollum: A Study in Alienation and
the Issue of Free Will," to "'Ibllden
and Modernism: The Meaning of the
Ring."
No, it isn't a "Dungoons ·and
Drago:nS" geek's wet dre1llil, it's an
actual UCF. literature class and it
oounts for a full three_credit hours.
Weloome fo Lord of the Rings 101, or
as it is officially titled, "'Ibllden and
Fantasy Literature," taught by Dr.
Jerome Donnelly.
During the past twenty years,
Donnelly (who bears a more than
slight resemblance to Ian Holm, the
actor playing Bilbo Haggins in ''The
Fellowship of the Ririg') has taught
the class at UCF-only three or four
c::.
.
Llllles.
. 'Ihe main gual that the professor has for all of his students is "the
realization of the literary triumph
that 'The Hobbit' and 'The Lord of
the Rings' trilogy represent.''
Though Donnelly is basically
preaching. to the choir (the class
Iargely oonsists of longtime "Rings"
fans)_, he is clearly excited to spread
an appreeiation of 'Iblkien's works to
students who may never have

dwarven

+:~

DAVE KENNEDY

I CFF

. Shayne Calahan listens to Dr. Montag-ue as he lectures on the history of punk rock.
Calahan enjoys the class because she feels she can speak intelligently of punk music.

Class beats general
music studies
FROM PAGE 5

1

torical documentary than it does
for a discussion about Green
Day.
But he lmows W:s stuff. In his
doctoral dissertation Montague
compared French dance music
to the Sex Pistols, although he
listens to a variety of genres and
believes all styles -of music have
their benefits. Acts such as Bach,
1960s garage bands or whatever
other sounds on the· radio catch
his ear all get a turn on his
,
stereo.
"I'm a facilitator pointing
[students] to information," he
said. "They are learning from
each other and about how music
functions in life and th\meanings it can have."
- ''As a department, e ·are
lo.oking for ways to broade4 ourselves in the university. We want
to provide gpportunities for all
students to engage· in diverse
styles of music." ·.
Sophomore
Shayne
Cahalan, 20, likes the course
because her classmates can discuss punk music. more intelligently than people in the punk
community, she said. ·
In the clubs, people · may
overhear 'opinions · from those
who consider .themselves to be
punk, but all they can say is,
"well, this sucks because ... " or
"punk is dead because ... ," she
said. But in class, people not only
voice their opinion and but also
S1Jpport it because the readings
provide them with the sources to
~ack it ·up, she said. ·
Ad~ed Baxter; "One of the
things we have tried to find out is
if punk attitude is something new ·
or jusf another term for something that has alw!iys been
around."

Fbr example, the class contemplated whether Michael
Jackson demonstrated a punk
attitude when he dangled his
child over a balcony or if Mariah
Carey's breakdown was a "punk
thing'' to do.
In addition. to determining
celebrities' rankings on the pullk
scale, students pick up on the
significance of countercultures
and · social
movements.
Montague said he hopes his students gain a greater understanding of punk history and the
impact it has on today's culture.. _·
Arguing over wheth~r punk
is dead or not has failed to ~me
up in class so far. But Montagu~
assumes the debate will come.
"Most people writing about
punk, write about it dying in
1979,"·he said.
It is ironic that college stu-·
dents can now earn credit for
studying music that could have
had them kicked out of school 20
years ago,· Montague said. But
that does not mean punk musie·
has died, he added.
_
"Punk ,.music is not dead ·
because it is being absorbed into
the established system," he said.
"If it ever had the image of not
being for intellectuals, it has certainly lost it now." .
The established system -at
UCF has -welcomed, its rowdy
n~ edition. The music department has been accommodating
ill lielping to get the class started, Montague said.
"Everyone in the department can see the importance," .
he said. "No one is taking the
stance that this is a bad thing to ·
be doing. It shows -a change in
what college stands for. I like to
· think it aclmowledges that a lot ·
of different subjects are worth
studying."

enoountered it before, as well ·as someone a little different."
shed new light on issue8 for those
'Ihougi;l Ringfield read 'The
already familiar with th~ author.
Hobbit' in her childhood, she never
"Like all ·literature, fantasy is got around to.reading'Ibllden's most
too important to be left to a special- widely :recogni7,ed. books until Tue
ired audience/' Donnelly ~d
Fellowship of the Ring stormed the
'Ihe oourse revolves arollnd the box office.
·
''The new movies also played a
fantasy genre's b~ name, J.R.R
'Iblkien, and his body of poetry, nov- part in making me want to read the
~1s-and critical essays. 'Ihe class also
'Rings' trilogy," Ringfield said
learns of the author's life story, from
Donnelly said this semester's
his early days as a soldier ill~ to class is Iarger than any" in the past,
his years at Oxford and his subs& and believes this is due partly to the
quent publishing suree8s.
popularity of the current movies
While ire course emphasizes based on 'Iblkien's "Lord of the
'Iblkien's · hobbifrelated stories, Rings" trilogy. So what does he think
course reading,also .includes one of of Hollywood's take on the faµtasy
'Iblkien's lesser-known works, a masterpiece?
.
.
· translation of "Sir Gawain and the
"To anyone who has been readGreen Knight," and the anCient and ing the books since childhood, sinoo
anonymous poem ''BOOwulf," consid- the 1940's, anymovieis guingto beat
ered ~ seminal fantasy influence.
leaSt a little disappointing," Donnelly
While some students in the said With that. said, Donnelly Still
cfuss enjoy the fantasy gerire, ma:nY admits to enjoying the·movies, but
of them have not read.what most lit- would have liked to see·a few tliings
erary scholars consider the oorner- done differently.
stone of modern fantasy: 'Iblkien's
"Fbr one thing, I fhink ·the hobtrilogy.
bits appeared as too fresh-fared and
. Senior literature major Melissa cutesy," Donnelly pointed out. ''They
Ringfield, 22, was one of them until looked a little too 'Disney' _for my
recently.
taste."
·
"I've always read a ton of fantaA large portion of the cl.8.ss
sy, but never 'The Lord of the Rings.' . focuses on debunking myths about
It wasn't until recently I realized that fantasy literature in general terms
all these authors I had been reading and J.R.R. 'Iblkien in particular.
owed so much to 'Iblkien," Ringfield Donnelly has very specific guals for
said
his students when it comes to the
But most students have several author.
reasons for opting to gain a better
"Probably the biggest misconunderstanding of the a~thor ception about 'Ibikien is that he is
Ringfield calls ''the father of fantasy." some kind of throwback to a differ"It's just nice to get away from ent age or mentality,_" said Donnelly.
the literary muon," Ringfield said . ''The reality is that he is .a higtey
"Everyone has to ·read ·Chaucer, sophisticated writer with real appliSh3.kespeare .. .I wanted to study cations to modern issues." ·
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Current SGA trio will remain until May 8

.Poorer parents are
unaware of aid

ruling is the end of the matter.
"It's not my responsibility as a stu-said Student Body Vice President Brian · dent legislator to interpret the constitu,. Kirlew. ''Whether or not public opinion tion. The interpretation of the constitusays it's in violation, we have to follow tion falls. to the judicial branch," said
what the Judicial Council says."
Sen. Marcus Gould, who had opposed
Senators on both sides of the argu- the change in the statute that eliminatment agreed that the Judicial Council's ed the third position.
FROM PAGE 1

FROM PAGEj

face and that the party had been a tradition for several years.
When administrators confronted the students
planning the party, the stud~nts denied being racist
but apologized for the party and canceled it.
The university- was investigating how much residence-hall advisers knew about the party and
whether leaders of any student_groups had helped to
plan it. After the inquiry is complete, the university
might take disciplinary action.

low-Income families need .
student aid information
Low-income families, who need the most information about student aid, have the least information
about how to pay .for college, according to a report
· released Monday by the Sallie Mae Fund.
The report is ·based on .a national poll of parents
with children who are 1.8 to 24 years of age.
The poll found that among those families earning
less than $50,000 a year, 60 percent said that they
needed more information about how to pay for college. Only 37 percent of those earning at least $75,000
a year had the same view. And of families with
incomes under $25,ooo: 45 percent of parents said
they had "no idea" how they could pay for college foi:
their children.
- The survey found a gap in the ages at which children start to learn about :financial aid. The average
age in families with annu~ incomes over $75,000 was
14, while the average age for families with annual
incomes under $25,000 was 16.
A racial gap also exists on information about student aid. The poll found that while 44 percent of white
parents said that they did not have enough information about paying for college, 66 percent of .black parents and 62 percent of Hispanic parents felt that way.
The Sallie Mae Fund is the charitable arm of .
Sallie Mae, the largest financer of federal student
·
loans.
--{OMPILED BY KR/SfA l/Ull

Nation briefs
Verizon suffers l~I
setback in online piracy case
The decision, which Vemon plans to
appeal, is a boon not only to major reoord
labels, but also to Hollywood studios, book
publishers, video ·game developers and
other copyright holders whose works are
copied freely ~mline.
U.S. District Judge John D. Bates in
Washington ruled that a copyright holder
c.an force an Internet service provider to
disclose the names of customers areused
of piracy without havi:Ilg to file individual
lawsuits against allegBd violators.
If upheld, Bates' ruling will make it
easier for the RIAA to take its fight against
piracy directly to the heaviest users of
online file-sharing networks, such as
KaZaa and Morpheus.
But critics of the decision said it gives
people areused of ropyright infringement
less l~ protection than those accused of
other crimes.
The case comes at a critical juncture
for the music industry, which is changing
its l~ strategy to turn up the heat on consumers who copy music online.
The labels want to send a clffir, chilling message directly to consumers that
unauthoriz.ed copying is megru.. In particular, they're focusing on the people who

make large amounts of music available for
All told, the administration hopes
·500,000 health care workers will volunteer
others through an online network
for vaccinations. The program expands in
Meal sizes have increased
the summer to a second phi:tse, in which 10
dramaticalfy, study finds
million volunteers from the ranks of fireConfirming a .gastronomical trend fighters, police officers and emergency
that nutritionists have long suspected, a workers will be i.n\munized.
new study demonstrates that food portion
Inoculations i;an begin as early as
sires have grown dramatically-..,.. a finding Friday, the day tlfe federal Homeland
that may help to,explain the growing obesi- Security Act goos in~o effect. A provision in
ty levels in the United States.
·
the measure proteets from liability all
Th~ study, covering the years 1977 to involved vareine manufacturers, the feder1996, folind that the averagB hamburgBr al government and those who administer
was 23 percent larger, an order of fries was the vaccinations. Negtigence, however, is
16 percent biggBr and the sire of a soft not covered.
drink had jumped 50 percent. And that was
President Bush last month asked that
true whether you ate·in a fast-food joint, in health care -workers volunteer to be vaccia classy restaurant or in your own.kitchen. nated against smallpox to provide a large
Although the researchers could not group of protected clinicians and firstest.ablish a direct link betwoon increased responders in the event of a bioterror
portion sires and weight gMi, experts say attack. A similar vaccination program has
the results provide powerful insight into already begun with inoculations of mem·
whythe incidence of obesity has more than bers of armed forces.
doubled since 1971, climbingfrom 14.5 per. Federal health officials expect the Vaccent of the population to 30.9 percent.
cination program to run smoothly but they
. do not expect it to be problem-free. The liveU.S. is ready to ship
·
virus vacciii.e carries more risks than modsmallpox vacdnes to 4 states
ern vareines and in the past was known to
Federal hoolth officials began ship- cause death in 1 to 2 out of every 1 million
ments Wednesday of smallpox vaccine people inoculated.
doses to four states, identified Tuesday
•--{()MPllID BY KRISTA l/Ull
only as those~ to st.art inooulations..
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Opini2n~
OUR STANCE: .

Al Hirschfeld
_t90j - 200j

Even.more growing
pains.to come
ccording to its Master Plan, UCF wants
already atrocious.
to have 48,000 students by 2010. The · .
Unless UCF plans to add more access
·roads leading into the campus, the area around
university already ha~ too many stuUCF cannot afford the added traffic that 101,000
dents for its infrastructure. How does it
plan to accommodate nearly 10,000 more stumore students would bring.
Then there's the problem of a shortage of
dents without compromising the surrounding
environment?
professors. As things stand now, UCF does not
have enough professors to teach its students. If
To add that many more students, UGF will
have ·to expand and build, likely on undeveloped UCF cannot find or afford enough professors
now, how does it plan find the professors needland it now owns. The construction and devel·
ed to teach those extra students?
opment necessary to hold 48,000 students will
take a serious toll on the environment.
The Board of Trustees wants to build UCF
The expansion and growth envisioned in
into a nationally recognized university, which is
the Master Plan seems unrealistic and irracertainly honorable, but before it proceeds with
its plans to grow the university-to its projected
tional given the university's ongoing problems.
goal of 48,000 students, it must consider the .
UCF already lacks professors and classrooms
to accommodate the current sfudent populacosts and feasibility of that growth.
tion. The university has serious traf(ic problems
UCF does not need to rush into the growth
that the Master Plan prescribes. The Board of
on campus, and the roads that lead to UCF
have too many vehicles on them now.
Trustees should slow down its growth and realize that UCF is still relatively young. Rome was
Even if UCF can expand its roads and add
more roads to handle the additional traffic that
not built in a day, and UCF should not be either.
would accompany the extra students on camIt makes little sense for UCF to grow so
pus, UCF's Board of Trustees must realize that
quickly when it has experienced so many
.the university does not exist in a vacuum. The · growth problems in recent years. Until UCF .
growth that UCF wants would cause traffic
catches up to its recent growth, it should not try
nightmares for the surrounding area. Traffic on to grow much more. UCF does not need to add
Alafaya Trail and University Boulevard is
10,000 students by 2010.

A

~.

fhanks, Al.

OUR STANCE:

In times of war,

·; impoverished ·ignored
B

esides the obvious reasons against war
with Iraq, i.e., war is bad and the global
community does not support it, there .
are the financial and humanitarian rea-

sons ..
Estimated costs of a war with Iraq range·
from $9 billion to $100 billion - that's right, billion. At a time when the U.~. economy is mired
in a recession, and compani~ in various
industries lay off thousands f American workers, that money should go to ~d rejuvenating
the economy and providing jobs.
It makes no sense to spend so much
· money on an unnecessary war overseas when
the e~onomy here needs a serious boost.
As the U.S. government focuses all this
attention on the self-cr~ated crisis with Iraq,· it
neglects and outright ignores an impending
humanitarian tragedy on the forgotten continent of Africa. In a statement issued Tuesday,
the United Nations World Food Program said
that 11 million people there suffer from severe
starvation.
Thousands of people die daily in the horrible conditions that exist on the continent.
Famine has destroyed the agriculture upon
which millions of Africans depend for survival,
and drought has created devastating water
shortages. Additionally, a lapk of education
and medical care has allowed diseases like

AIDS, pneumonia and tuberculosis to ·ravage
African countries.
For a small fraction of the cost of a war
with Iraq, the U.S. could save millions of lives,
and save a continent that teeters on the edge
of destruction. A serious American commitment ·- at least millions, if not tens of millions
of dollars or more - to Africa could avert this
horrible tragedy.
The U.S. should invest in Africa on many
fronts. It should·send money and food to alleViate the starvation that threatens to kill millions. The U.S. should send JDedicine and medical professionals to try to slow down the
spread of diseases. It should send teachers to
educate the people .of Africa. It should build up
the infrastructure of Africa to create conditions for sustainable growth.
If the U$. dedicated itself to helping
Africa, instead of waging an unpopular war
against Iraq, such a move would go a long way
toward improving America's image around the
world. Other countries would perceive the U.S.
less as an imperialistic bully and more as a
humane and helpful neighbor.
On top of helping its image, resolving the
crisis with Iraq diplomatically would save the ·
U.S. billions of dollars ..:_money that it could
spend to get the U.S. economy out of the gutr
ter.

"In three words I cah sum up ever)tthing
I've learned about life: it goes on."
-ROBERT FROST

Washington war prot~st misgui~ed actMsm
Iam writing in response to the opinion column
After Sept TI, no rational individual can think
'Where is campus activism?" published Jan. 21.
- that appeasing our enemies can lead to anything but
I am not against activism as such but am more American bloodshed. ·
against misguided activism. Aperfect example of mis·
These terrorists hate America because the philoguided activism is the anti-war protests. The United sophic principals that America represents are the exai;t
. States has been appeasing Islamic terrorists and the opposite of those the terrorists believe in. America rerr
dictatorships that support ttiem for over 50 years.
resents freedom, achievement and happiness on
.This .began with allowing ~iddle ECJ?tern thugs earth. Their philosophy stands for tyranny, self-sacrifice,
to nat1onahze \read: steal) the oil in the region from Its and misery on earth.
.
rightful owners - private western businessmen who
Just as there was no reason to appease Hitler.
discovered and developed the oik
today there is no reason to appease dictatorships and
These Fundamentalist Muslims. realuing that terrorists that want nothing more than our destructhe United States would not stand up for the rights of tion.
its citizens, committed a series of terrorist attacks on
both American civilians.and military personal, climax·
-MA11HEWi M/KlAl/TSOI
ing on Sept TI.
·
President Objectivist Gub at U(J

War with ·Iraq could save more than oil industry
Iwould like to comment on the 19 UCF students
that went to protest the possible war in Iraq, "A nation
in protest," by Jason lrsay published Jan. ZI.
Imagine if those 19 UCF students who protested
were all shot. Imagine if the Bush administration
bombed their hometowns with chemical weapons that
caused their loved ones to slowly die as their insides
liquefied.
Finally imagine what would happen if countries
like France and Russia, not willing to lose their billion
dollar oil contracts with the Bush administration,
turned their backs under the guise of national sover-

e!gnty. Saddam has gassed Iraqi cituens, burned their
villages and homes, and has murdered countless others.
He has invaded two countries: Iran and !<uwait
During his occupation of Kuwait, he murdered innocent people.there too. Whether or not Bush just wants'
lraq'.s oil isn't the questiGn..The question is when will
America step up and end the Holocaust that is occurring in Iraq and oust the Hitler there named Saddam
Hussein?
-ANTHONY El.5WllK

Students con~bute to anti-American propaganda
-Jason lrsay writes very nicely in support of the
"peace" demonstrations in his article "A nation in
protest" published Jan. 21. But the "nation" is not in
protest, and Iwould hope that Inexperienced students.
like Jason. would understand they are simply con·
tributing to anti-American propaganda.
_ Li~en stud~n.ts. go back. an~ study what harr
pened with Abyssinia (now Eth1op1a) and the League
of Nations. Then go back and study what Winston

Oiurchill was sa0ng in England while Hitler ~
preparing for the war that killed 30 million people
that could have been prevented with strength and
firmness. At that time the student population of
Oxford University took the "Oxford Oath" never to
fight. Remember the 30 million who died because of
this pacifist weakness.
-<DLJN RIOIARDSON
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Payback, not payoff, needed
INSIPID THOUGHTS

ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

"Even though progress has
been made, there's more to do,"
said President George W Bush
Monday speaking on the state of
racial relations in the United
States.
Paying tribute to Martin
Luther King, Bush spoke at the
First Baptist Church of
Glenarden in Landover,
Maryland Bush's gesture to
honor civil rights leader Dr. King
was ironic in light of the statements he made that decried affirmative action.programs, calling
them discriminatory to nonminorities.
Specifically Bush is condemning the University of
Michigan's rnre-oonscious policies currently in place at the university, saying the guidelines are
not fair to white students.
He isn't alone in ignoring the
idea that racial disadv'antages
still exist. His brother, Jeb Bush,
the governor-of Florida, feels his
One Florida plan has miraculously eliminated racial disadvantages in a matter of four years and Jeb claims he has done it
without givingpreferential treatment to anyone.
His admissions policy program, that bases admissions
strictly on grades and not racial
preferences, is something Jeb
says has effectively m.aintamed

racial diversity in college clas&
rooms without giving minorities
an unfair advantage.
And while such programs
might sound good to the president and his brother, it spits in
the face of :rrririorities a peopie
that have suffered from this coun_try's inception. In Florida, while
minority admissions grew by a
very insignificant amount at
some, but not all universities, the
minority student population at
most Florida universities is still
just that - minor.
At UCF African American
enrollment for freshmen rose
from 371 in 1999 to 490 in 2002,
and Hispanic enrollment among
_ freshmen rose from 467 in 1999 to
684. Most universities mirrored
UCF with small increases in
minority enrollment. In fact at the
University of Florida, African
American enrollment among
freshmen dipped from 623 in 1999
to 460 in 2001, but rose again in
2002to659.
Nationally, black students
receiveonly10percentofthe
gradµate degrees awarded each
year, while Hispanic students
earn 7.7 percent and Asian students earn 4.5 percent. In contrast, white students receive a
whopping 76. 7 percent of college
degrees awarded each year.
Likewise, a large percentage
of African Americans and
Hispanics still continue to work
as cheap labor instead of pursuing a college education - evidence that a college education
isn't a reality for many minorities
even today because the opportunity is not as readily available to
them as it is to white students.
And racial preferences and
affirmative action programs to
bolster minorities into higher
society are still fairly new. Not

-D ISTANCE

until the civil rights movements of
the mid to l!ite 20th century did
white Americans even take notice
that minorities didn't have the
same opportunities and that .
something needed to.change.
Many reparations still have
to be made- reparations that
will help put minorities on equal
ground with white students. This
can only be achieved throu@l
rnre-oonscious policies.
It seems that what Bush and
his cohorts are really after is finding a way to keep blacks and
other minorities out of the mamstream colleges because the best
middle ground solution that he
could come up with to improve
educational opportunities for
minority students is a promise to
grant more money to predominantly black and Hispanic-serving uniyersities. This won't solve
racial disadvantage, nor will it
promote racial diversity. That's
not payback- it's a payoff.
Thankfully for the first time
since he took his current position
under President Bush, Colin
Powell has finally spoken up and
taken a stance that I agree with.
Powell wholeheartedly disagrees '
with the policies of George and
Jeb and realizes that minorities
continue to get the shotj; end of
the stick when it comes to postsecondary education.
Minorities are in desperate
need of programs such as those
at the University of Michigan, and
if the president follows through
and overturns Michigan's affirmative action policy, he will undoubtedly isolate minority voters and
reverse the progress minorities
are only starting to achieve.
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Columnist Adam Shiver ran be
reached at adam@ucffuture.com

The stoned cold soberfacts
STEPHEN HIRST
STAFF WRITER

~

We've all seen them dozens
of times by now -The
Partnership for a Drug-free
America's tiold new line of antidrug advertisements, featuring
· the running slogan, "Marijuana:
harmless?"
In one segment, two stoned
teens in a fast food drive-through
become distracted and run over
a little girl on her bike. In another, the spot comes to a close with
a young girl being taken ad.van- ·
, tage of at a party by a fellow reveler.
And as any sane person
knows, m.arijuana smokers
account are responsible for plenty of fatal shootings as depicted
in the commercial where a kid
carelessly shoots his fuiend "Whlle
they share a bong.
So do these depictions accu·rately reflect the state of mind of
the typical pot smoker? To find
out, let's play a little game called
- "Name That Intoxicating
Substance."
· Mystery intoxicant number
one can make the user violent,
unreasonable and sexually
aggressive to a dangerous
degree. Those who abuse it often
feel overconfident or indestructible and often lead to fatalities on
American streets every day.
Overdosing can cause profuse vomiting, severe headaches
and nausea, ·and ill its most
advanced form, death. Its comparatively sophisticated develo:rr

and does ruin lives. A negiigmt
ment process makes it difficult
father who ignores his family
to manufacture on a large scale
and devotes all his time and
without government approval,
energy to getting high is a seriand it is easily taxed.
ous drain on society, even while
Mystery intoxicant number
posing far less a threat than a
two makes the user lazy, easily
drunk driver.
amused and leaves a person
It's g1.aringly hypocritical to
with a temporary feeling of
euphoria. There is zero possibili- condemn one habit while blindly
accepting another that is likely a
ty of any hangover or overdose.
far greater menace, simply
Those who use this substance
generally order out for Domino's because one happensJo be more
manageable or profitable.
Pizza and Chinese food
Perhaps the most outraThe substance is also
geous of the current advertiseextremely easy to cultivate for
ments centers on the myth that
almost anyone who wants to
people who buy drugs, including
bother and try and equally diffi· marijuana, are funding terror- .
cult for the government to keep
ists. The ad leads off featuring a
track of or to tax effectively.
Now, one of these controlled series of people with guilt-ridden
substances is smeared daily in a faces confessing to the crimes
they helped support, including
nationwide advertising camsuch grisly exploits as killi,ng a
paign designed to reduce its
judge.
appeal, paid for by the U.S. taxThe spot ends with the
payer. The other is relentlessly
cryptic message, "If you buy
marketed by its most popular
drugs, you could be supporting
representatives during halftime
terrorists." It's a .shameless
of the most popular televised
sporting event on the planet. Can guilt-trip designed to tug at the
viewers' heart strings for victims
you guess which one is which?
of the attacks of Sept. 11 A small disclaim.er - my
something the average Cheech
. goal here isn't to suggest the
has absolutely nothing to do
complete safety or benevolence
of marijuana. Pot is adn1ittedly a with.
While I was settling a tab at
psychologically addictive psyWackadoo's last week, this same
chotropic substance. To deny
commercial was airing. As I left
the potential for abuse that it
· contains is either naive or a case the bar, one skeptical patron
muttered something that really
of denial
While lazy, Funions-munch- put things in perspective something to the effect of, "Did
ing potheads on a couch aren't
they say if we buy drugs?
nearly as threatening an image
Strange, guess they meant to
as violent, barfing alcoholics
behind the wheei marijuana can say 'gasoline."'

Donate blood and get a FREE
gourmet salad .or ·
hearty stacked sandwich!
Thanks to Crispers Restaurant for their generous
donation of 400 main dish salads & sandwiches.

Student Union
.Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday
~anuary 21-29·
10am -_5:00pm
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Women's tennis
·team loo!G for

national attention
SADIE SHAM

·

SfAFF WRITER

The 2003 women's tennis team ha'>
something to prove. Fbllowing a tough schedule last year in which the Knights played 10
nationally ranked teams, they ·never
appeared in the rankings. Howeve~ this year
they are poised and ready to take on the challenge.
·
''The rankinis are important because
they help solidify our spot to be able to gu out
and recruit better and better players," Coach
Patricia Allison said
Although they lost Atlantic Sun Player of
the Year Emmanuelle Sauz.e, Allison believes
other players will rise to fill her spot.
"Obviously it hurts the team when you
lose such a successful player in the A-8unlast
year as Sauz.e, but the depth on the team is so
incredible this year that any one of our girls
can step up and play number one," Allison
said
·
Senior Mari.eke Gunawan, and juniors
Anna WeStin, and Julie Pecastaing are all
capable of stepping up and filling in the No. i
spot, according to Allison. In 2001-02,
Gunawan went 16-13 overall in the singles
division and has been ranked 400th nationally, while Pecastaing went 21-7. Westin saw
playing time at the No. 1 spot in doubles, while
going 7-7 ill the number tw-0 spot in singles.
"One player isn't guingto.make or break
your team. It's depth that's important
andhowyoustepup," Allison said 'We
will probably alternate Gunawan and
Westin at the 1-2 and use Pecastaing at ·
the number three spot."
Fbllowing another successful season, in
which the Knights won their fifth.Atlantic Sun
Championship, Allison still sees room for
improvement Last seasoil, the temn struggled in the doubles category, posting a 28-49

Aiming at a

conference ch. . . . . . .
Knights look to pick.·up
where they left off
MATT BETHON
STAFF WRITER

fter an inaugural 2002 season that surpassed even her expectations, Coach Renee
Luers-Gillispie's Golden Knights - softball
·
team is aiming to take home the Atlantic
Sun Conference title in 2003.
·
Luers-Gillispie leads ·the Golden Knights softball program into its second year of existence in
2003, and in her first year she carried the program
to unparalleled success. The Knights finished with a
46-19 record, and at one point posted a 21-game winning streak. The team defeated 10th-ranked Florida
Atlantic, and also post~d victories over much more
established programs like Arkansas, Mississippi
and Tennessee. The Knights made it all the way to
the semifinals of the Atlantic Sun Conference
Tournament and finished the year third in the conference.
"46-19 is a huge record to have in your first season, and it passed all my expectations," LuersGillispie said.
.
Prior to her stint at UCF, Luers-Gillispie was no
stranger to winning. She spent four years building
the Texas Tech program and led the team to Tup-25
finishes in 1998 and 1999. In addition to her four
years at . Texas Tech, Luers-Gillispie rebuilt programs at Bractley University and Joliet Junior
College, and 'in 1994 her Bradley team posted the
fifth best win.dmg pereentage in the nation.
Luers-G~pie said that the team is focused on
getting to the NbAA Regional Tournament this year,
and in order to do that they are going to. have to win
the A-Sun Tuurnarrient. The team also needs to bolster its RPI rating (Ratings Percentage Index),
which measures a teams strength of schedule, and
how that team perforrris against that schedule. A

A
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record.

"I think we now have a chance to have a
team ranked nationally in the doubles,"
Allison said.
·
With the power-punch of Gunawan and
Pecastaing, they might have a chance to make
that happen. They will also be solid in the No.
2 spot in doubles with experienced junior
Anna Westin and freshman Pamela
Fernandez.
PLEASE SEE

Season ON 13

ADAM ROSCHE I CFF

The A-Sun coaches picked UCF's lone senior, pitcher Dottie Cupp, as the preseason
player of the year.

.Last year's bitter·end fuels men's tennis team
MATT BETHON
SfAFFWRITER

The UCF men's tennis team opens up
the 2003 ~ea.son today against fifth-ranked
Florida, and Coach Bobby Cashman's team
is looking to bring home its first ever Atlantic
Sun Conference Championship.
Cashman enters his fourth season as
the head coach of the Golden Knights and
has seen his team improve in each of bis first
three seasons, culminating with a 17-4 over-

all record aiid 7-1 A-Sun mark in 2002. The
team end~ the season second in the conference to Georgia State
"I thought that we could have won the
conference championship . last year,"
Cashman said "I think this year we're gonna
be the team to beat. I look at last year as a
blessing because it kept them hungry.
Sometimes f think things happen too easy."
Cashman's team returns six letter-winners, including juniors Gabriel Strangberg
and Catalin Bran.u, both of whom earned A-

Sun All-Conference first-team honors in
2002. Strangberg finished the year 21-9,
dropping only three matches in the spring
season. Bradu finished With a 12-7 record
"I think heading the pack will be those
two juniors," Cashman said '1\lso, Augusto
Sanabria, our captain, does a good job in
doubles. He's a tough out."
·
UCF aISo has three talented newcomers
to the team. In September, the three all won
PLEASE SEE

Ultimate ON 12

ADAM RosCHE C F

Junior. Anna Westin will partner with freshman Pamela
Fernandez as UCF's No. 2doubles team.
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Newcomers expected to
contribute immediately
.

.

"She has a very strong presence
behind the plate and does a great.job
calling pitches. She's very good at
reading batters and picking off runIn its inaugural season, the UCF
softball .team earned a 44-17 record,
ners at second base," Luers-Gillispie
had a 21-game winning streak and finsaid.
ished · third in the Atlantic Sun
Clark will provide this squad with
Conference. This season, they hope to
invaluable experience. She comes to
go even farther. With the loss of nine
UCF from the University of
lettermen and most of the infield came
Oklahoma, where she competed in the
an influx of talented newcomers. They
CoJrege World Series. She also earned
are Jenna Wansa, · Taylor Sawyer,
Big XII' All-Academic honors and travJennifer Whitley; Kaycee Clark and
eled to Australia with the U.S. Junior
Cristina Vtlloldo.
National Team.
"I believe we have better talent
"She's a great leader and will defthan we did last year," Coach Renee
initely be an asset to us," LuersLuers-Gillispie said, ''We have more ·
Gillispie said.
maturity and experience in the posiMost of Clark's playing time will
be spent at third base.
tions than we did in the previous s~a
son."
Vtlloldo comes to the team as a
walki-On. She captained her softball
As the only freshman Luel'.sGillispie signed, high school standout
team at" Royal Palm Beach High
Wansa will start at second base. She
School for four years. As a member of
was a four-year letter-winner at
the Lady Gators tournament team, .
Seabreeze High School and is a fourshe placed third in the World Series.
time all-area and all-state team selecShe will play third and outfield for
tion. She was named the Orlando
UCE
Se'(ltinel' s Player of the Year as a sen"She will be very valuable to us,"
ior.
Luers-Gilljspie said. "She'll be able to
"She's a great athlete," Luersget in there and get the job done when
Gillispie said. ''We were really lucky to
someone goes down. She's very verget her. She could have gone anysatile."
where, but she committed to UCE And
Luers-GilliSpie said the transition
ADAM RoscHE I CFF .
what a stick."
these players have made adjusting to
Junior Kaycee Clark transferred from the
~ Sawyer is a junior who came
the team has been easier than the first
University of Oklahoma where she competed in
from Sierra College in California: A
season's players.
the College World Series.
·
left-handed pitcher, Sawyer had an 18"Last season everyone was. new.
5-1 record and a b.91 ERA in 142.33
Now we have a base to build off of,"
· innings pitched.
Knights.
Luers-Gillispie said. ''They all have
Whitley received recognition as a . great personalities and want to work
"She has a good mix of pitches
and does really well with throwing catcher from Tallahassee Community hard, so that makes it easier."
ground-out pitches," Luers-Gillispie College. She was named 2002 Florida
The Knights went on a retreat
Community
College
Athletic last weekend that consisted of teamsaid.
- She also compiled a .385 batting Association (FCCAA) and All- building activities and a ROPES
average with 25 RBis. She was named Panhandle Confel'ence Player of the course. Before the trip, Luers2
to the first-team All-Bay Valley Year. In 111 career games at TCC, she Gillispie said: "I don't even think they
Conference and was the Bay Valley had a .355. batting average with 17 need it. . I don't know how they're
Conference Pitcher of the Year. She doubles, eight home runs, 77 RBis anµ going to bond more than they already
earned all-state honors as a sopho- 60 runs scored. She owns the school have. This is, by far, the best group of
more. She will alternate between record for most RBis in a season with girls I've had in my 10 years of coachpitcher and first base for the Golden 49.
ing."
SADIE SHAM
STAFF WRITER

Gators come to town for season-opener
average and led the team in doubles.
at third base."
Nikki. Green, who split time at Sophomore Lindy Oakley, who
better RPI rating gives a team a bet- third base last year, will make the showed her versatility .last year by
ter shot of getting a bid to the NCAA move to first base in 2003. Luers- pitching in 15 games, will round out
Tournament if the team does not win Gillispie is excited about the opportu- the outfield. Oakley also "Qrings with
its conference tournament.
nity of essentially have a third base- her a solid bat, hitting .300 for the
"Tbis year, the way we scheduled man playing first, a huge defensive Golden Knights last season.
·
it was working to get to the NCAA upgrade. Two talented _freshmen
The pitching staff looks to be a
Regionals," Luers-Gillispi~~~d. "To should. also see time in the infield, key strength for the team in 2003, led
do that, we have to play to~~er com- Cristina Vtlloldo and Jenna Wansa. by senior and 2002 NFCA Allpetition. We kind of upgraded our Wansa will start at second -base, and Southeast Region Second-Teamer
schedule a little bit. We didn't look at she brings with her a lot more speed Dottie Cupp, who posted a 2{H) record
that so much last year because it was and agility than the team ·had last and 1.11 ERA. Cupp, the lone senior,
· year. She was picked as the Orlando is coming off' of offseason surgery.
our first year."
Luers-Gillispie acknowledged Sentinel's Player of the Year as·a sen"She's getting stronger every
that the biggest challenge for the ior in high school
day;" Luers-Gillispie said. "I think by
Knights this year is keeping everyone
"She can handle a lot of different · the start of our season we'll be where
healthy. The team is only carrying 13 things that we weren't able to handle we need to be with her, she's not 100
players on their squad list right now; last year," Luers-Gillispie said.
percent at this point."
'
and Luers-Gillispie said most teams
Jennifer :whi.tley; a junior transAlso returning to the staff will be
aim to carry 17.
fer from Talli:thassee Community Pysha Simmons, who finished 2002
"Everybody on the team right College, will split time behind the ~th. a 16-7 record and 2.85 ERA.
now has to play two ·positions," she plate with Lindsay Bush, last ·year's Luers-Gillispie also brought in a leftsaid. ''We'll work on that a lot this starter. Luers-Gillispie likes the matu- handed pitcher from Sierra College in
spring making sure that we've got rity that Whitley has brought to the California, Taylor Sawyer.
back-up if anyone goes down."
team. Rounding out the infield will be
"She's gonna bring a little bit dif· The team brought in some key returning short$top Stephanie Best, ferent look being a lefty that's· gonna
newcomers this year to help fill voids who hit a team-leading .347 last year help us out a lot," Luers-Gillispie said.
caused.by tbe departures of key play- and was also a member of the
The Kllights open 2003 with a
ers from last year's team. Luers- Atlantic Sun All-Conference team in doubleheader Jan. 25 against the
Gillispie brought in Kaycee Clark, a 2002.
UniVersity of Florida. Luers-Gillispie .
junior transfer from the University o~
.Center field will be solidified by knows it's early in the season, and
Oklahoma's World Series team from NFCA All-Southeast Region First- she is looking to limit the mistakes
2002. .
Teamer Jania Shinhoster, who led the and hopefully earn at least a split
. "She brings with her a lot of Golden Knights in RBis, homeruns with the Gators.
maturity and knowledge on how to _a nd total bases in 2002. She also post"If we don't split, but we have
get to the_next level," Luers-Gillispie ed a .338 batting average. Rachelle some good games and some good prosaid. "She's a great leader on the field Schmidt will also see time in the out- duction from our players, then we'll
and definitely an improvement for us field, and she posted a .325 batting know where we need to be," she said.
FROM PAGE
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Junior Gabriel-Strarigberg earned first-team·all-conference honors last
season.

Ultimate goal:
First-ever A-Sun
_championship.
FROM PAGE
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titles at Florida state's Fall Classic. In the Singles C Draw,
freshman Jacob Auerbach defeated fellow newcomer Rhett
Rosen in the finals. And in the.doubles draw; Rosen teamed
up with freshman Ener Gurseyto win the Doubles B bracket.
Rounding out the team will be sophomores Paul Ramy
and Simon Jaeger, along with junior Antonio Sierra. Ramy
posted.a 13-6 record lastyear and earned a spot on theA-8un
All-Freshmen team.
.
"All these guys have worked really hard," Cashman said.
"I trunk we're just a year older and more mature . and it
shows."
The team opens the spring season rankru No. 54 in the
Omni Hotels Collegiate Tennis Rankings preseason poll
Cashman has a reputation of setting' his teams up agrunst
some of the best quality in the nation, and 2003 will be no different. UCF opens up in Gainesville against fifth-ranked ·
Florida, and the season includes a home date against No. 22
South Florida.
''We're ranked a little hlgher now so we play a lot of
teams between 50 and 75, but they're still good," Cashman
said. ''We've got a few opportunities against Florida, Florida
State and South Florida, and we have to 4ik.e 3.dvantage
when we have the opportunity."
Cashman· admits that it is difficult to schedule hlghranked opponents, mainly because a loss against a middle of
the pack team like UCF could potentially hurt their~
There are a lot of teams between 30-and 65 that are very close
in ability.
"Those teams have a lot to lose," Cashman said. ''We get
a lot of respect but at the same time we also get teams that
are'- like, 'We·don't want to lose to an }?AU, UCF or Georgia
State so why play them?' Coaches that are ranked between
25 and 50 that I~v~ known for ~long time are like, We're at a
point where you guys
good and we don't want to play
you.'"
_
.
In the past it has been difficult to get local tennis fans out
to matches. UCF doesn't.yet have the noforiety of a big_pro.
gram, and Cashman says the program is still in the "infant
stagBs." He says he looks forward to tapping into the com- munity and giving free tennis ~cs to kids.
"I trunk we could do a fan appreciation day, especially
when we play big teams. We could do little things to promote
that, to just get the fans out there,'' Cashman said.
After coming up just short against Georgi.a State in last
year's J\-Sun 'lburnament, UCF looks to be in prime shape to
take home the title in 2003. Both Georgia State and FAU lost
key players. Cashman believes_.Troy State is the sleeper team
in the conference, and looks for them to upset some teams.
The team's performance in the University ot Miami
· Spring Fling, held last weekend, showed that they are team of
talent and poise. ·After stellar performances by Bradu and
Sierra on the first day of the tOurnament against William &
Mary, the team was swept by Clemson the following day. On
the final day of the tournament, the team came out firing
against the host and No. 42 ranked Miami team, winning six
of 10 matches.
The Golden Knights look to show up big this year, and
they have one main gual
. "To win a conference championship,'' Cashman said.
''That's number one."
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Pumped- up·.Lyons··1eads·
Knights over Dolphins
UCF plays its next ·

Sundal .- Januarv 26th
-1ai-Alai begins Noon
<Doors Open 11:00am>

, two games on road
TOM ALJ~XA}WER
STAFF WRITER

The UCF m(:m's basketball team continued to
silence its preseason detractors Monday night, filleting the Jacksonville'Univers~ty Dolphins 72-48 in
what was a matchup of the team picked to win the
Atlantic Sun South division in the preseason polls
(Jacksonville) and the team picked to finish secondto-last (UCF). The Golden Knights were led by a
career~high 20-p<;>int performance from junior forward Dexter Lyons. Lyons also pulled down 10
rebounds, recoi'ding his third double-double of the
season.
UCF came out of the locker room with guns
ablaze, starting the game with a 12--0 run which
lasted over four minutes. Jacksonville got on the
board four .minut.es, five seconds into the contest
with a three-pointer by James Daniels, but the
Knights' defense would only come back harder
midway thr~mgh the first half, going on an 18-0 run
and putting JU down 43-21 at halftime. During that
run, Jacksonville didn't score for over nine minutes
and only had 12 points with just over two minutes
remaining in the first half.
·
After halftime the Knights didn't let up, beginningwith a Dexter Lyons three-pointer right out of
the break. Lyons would electrify the crowd of 1, 148
later in the half with a breakaway dunk that
brought UCF to a 5&-30 lead. Lyons said after the _
game that the crowd, which sounded much bigger .
than it was, belps him play b~tter basketball.
. "Man, I love them guys. I absolutely loye-them.
They get me going. When I'm down a little bit, when

BREIT HART I CFF

Junior Dexter Lyons registered his third double-double Monday,
scoring a career-high 20 points and grabbing 10 rebounds.

I made a bad play, I just hear them over there shouting and it turns me on. I just go from there," Lyons
said.
The Golden Knights have been drawing much
larger·crowds of.late, and Coach Kirk Speraw said
that not only has that increased turnout been
instrumental to the team's 7-1 home record, but
that he would love to see more students come out to
the UCF Arena to see their team play.
""
"I think we've got an exciting team," Speraw
said "I think we've got a team that's showing an
awful lot of heart and determination. This is a
group that is easy to get behind, easy to cheer for. I
.don't know what numbers we have student-wise,
but let's double it. Shoot, let's triple it."
The 12-6 Golden Knights play their next two
games on the road against Jacksonville. State and
Georgia State, but they r~turn home Jan. 30, to take
on Belmont at 7:30 p.m.

SUi'ISE~f ·SUi'IG!.J.\SSES
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King sparks UCF over Mercer
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

In Saturday's game against Troy State, the
UCF women's basketball- team came out flat and
remained that way for most of the game. The result:
a 67-56 loss. Weii, that loss didn't sit too well with
Coach Gail Striegler or the Golden Knights, and they
made Mercer pay 78-59 Monday night at the UCF
Arena.
"I think that they came out on Saturday, just
thought it was going to be an easy win, and didn't
come out prepared, didn't come out focused,"
Striegler said. ..Sometimes when your back's
against the wall you come out fighting a little bit
harder .and I think they realized their backs 'a re
against the wall."
The Knights jumped out to an early 15-5 lead
before April Dyer converted a pair of free throws for
the Bears' first points in almost four minutes to cut
i;he lead to eight.-The ~ight-point deficit was the
smallest for' Mercer the rest of the game. An.other
drought, this time·two minutes, gave UCF a 24-10
lead and the-Knights took a 37-23 lead into the lock-

er room.
_ The Bears never got closer than 14 points in the second half as the Knights' hot shooting
remained constant throughout. UCF shot 52.9 per..: .
cent from the floor and 55.6 percent from threepoint range. Freshman Celeste Hudson led the way
from behind the arc, hitting three of her four shots
from long range. Classmate LaShay King, who has
struggled to see playing time, scored a career-high
11 points on perfect five-for-five shooting.
''LaShay is a great basketball player," Striegier
said "She definitely gave us a needed spark tonight
and LaShay can do that. It's just getting LaShay
. comfortable with everything we're doing."
King scored those 11 points in just 1-2 minutes
on the court. Senior Erin Paige scored 12 points and.·
sophomore Ali Roberts just missed registering a
double-double with 10 points and nine rebounds. It
was the first time this season the Knights had four
players reach double figures in points.
The Knights host p:r:eseason A-Sun South
Division favorite Florida Atlantic at 3 p.m. Saturday.
"If you want to win the conference on this side,
you've got to beat FAU," Striegler said.

Season begins today for women's tennis team
FROM PAGE
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"It's a big assignment for a freshman, but I think
she can do it. She's mentally prepared," Allison said.
Also playing in doubles are sophomore Kristina
Lohmos and junior Amira Samara. Newcomer Ola
Luczak, a .recrmt from the University of Kentucky,
will add to the team after having an outstanding 7-2
fall season.
With that success, Allison has high goals for her
team.
'We'd like to win our conference," Allison said
'We will play eight teams nationally ranked in the
Top 75. If we can win against these top teams, then
we should be able to solidify olir spot in th~ ranks."
This y;ill not be an easy task, as.the Knights still
have a tou,gh schedule this year. But, they have a
gmneplan.
·we have to play one match at a time," Allison ·
said 'We have to beat them and if we don't, then it's
back to the tlrawing board and we'll go 8.fter the next
opponent."

As for long.,-term goo.ls, Allison would like to see
national attention.
'We'd like to be Top 40 and then Top 30. And of
course; once we're at Top 30, we'll want Top 20,"
Allison said.
Allison has nothing but faith in lrer tefiln.
•
"!'think we have a good team - a very solid
' team, and that we have achance to win our conference again this year," she said. "They have a great
work ethic. When they me§ls up, they work even
harder."
These athletes seek excellence off the court, as
well. From 2000-2002, the UCF women's tennis tearri
has been named to the International Tennis
Association All-Academic Team. The ·Knights are
prepar¢ for the title yet again, as the Knights have
averaged a 3.41 for the fall semester. ·
"They have-an awful lot to be proud of. They'J.'..e
good, solid p~ple and they work so hard I respect
so much what they do."
·
The Knights kickoff the spring season at 2 p.m.
today at home against Jacksonville.
..
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OAKLEY imposter · -

FREE SUNGLASSES
@WWW.

Freesunglasses4u
.com·

Ila~$$ . DruJU~~PREMIER -DISCOUNT ' S-PORTS BOOK
PAYOUTS/OD~S
#OF TEAMS

PAYS

2 TEAMS
3 TEAMS

14 TO 5

4 TEAMS
5 ltAMS

6.5 TO 1
12 TO 1
25 TO 1

6 TEAMS

40 TO 1

7
8

10 TO 1

\

TEAMS
TEAMS

100 Tb 1

In case of "No Action" or a "Tie,"
Parlay is reduced to the n~xt
lowest number of plays.
Football an~ Basketball only.

ALL SPORTS •.ALL THE TIME
· 800·508·BETS • WWW.LESSJUICE.COM
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Highlights of the
cultural calendar
SHELLEY MARMOR
STAFF WRITER

Thursday, Jan. 23
Choosing/Changing Majors Workshop Sponsored by the Career Resource Center. this
workshop helpsstudents pick a major if they do
not have one or are currently undecided. The staff
from the center will assist students with questions
.about this process, and even administer personality tests to help students find a field of study that
best suits their interests. The session begins at 3
p.m. in the Student Resource Center. room 185; call
407-823-2361.

Fri.day, Jan. 24
'GlamourPuss'
This onlC'ilf-a-kind. Moulin Roug~ue
event features everything from DJs to drag queens
to dancing. This new Friday night spectacular is
created by William Waldren. originator of shows at
dubs such as the Go Lounge and Yab Yum. The
doors open at 9".30 p.m. at the Social. 54 N.
Orange Ave..; $6 for women. $8 for men.
Zklnd-up; call 407-246-1599.

Saturday, Jan. 25
African~American

History .Exhibit
The Orange County Regional History Center's.
nel\6t exhibit, "How Distant Seems Our Starting.
Place: The Triumphs and Tragedies of the AfricanAmerican Community in Centra! Aorida." traces the
role of African-Americans in local history throu_gh
photos that depict such eve.nts as a1960s lunch
counter sit-in. The History Center is open 10 am.-5
p.m. dai~ except Sunday. when the hours are noons.p.m.; 65 [ Central Blvd.; $7; call 407-836-8500.

Sunday,. Jan. 26
Open-mic Night
SusieCool. Orlandos unofficial "open-micknow-it-all." and Vick DeGiorgio host "Open Mic-ro
Brew Night" at Friends Lounge 2083 Aloma Ave. in
Winter P'ark. This·eve.nt is open to all types of performers with stage time limited to 20 minutes; B
p.m.; free and open.to all ages; call 407-649-1944.

Monday, Jan. 27
UCF Charity Ball
The lfAD Scholars Alumni Council hosts its
charity ball to benefit ASafe Haven for Newborns.
which helps support abandoned babies in the
Orlando area. This is a formal eve.nt which will als6
feature live music, dancing. food and prizes.
Festivities take place in the Pegasus Ballroom at 6
p.m.; $12 in advance. $15 at the door; contact
Rebecca McCain at 407-823-2223.

Tuesday,' Jan. 28
'Phat n' Jazzy' .
2002 Orlando Music Awards nominees DJ BMF
and MC Swamburger. as v.ell as Gerard Mitchell.
spin live at this v.eek~ eve.nt "Phat n' Jmf has
been a permanent Tuesday-night fixture at the
Social for seven years noW. Women get in free
before 11 p.m.. and two-for-one drinks are served
until midnight Doors open at 10 p.m.; $5; Zklndup; call 407-246-1599.

GESTURES

Some common motions
you will see the referees make are:
Score: The referee will put both
hands straight up in the air. This is done
when either a field goal or a touchdown
happens. ·
Completed pass: ·The referee will put
his fists in fr~t of his face. palms in. and pull
them down to his sternum. This means the
player successfully caught the ball.
Incomplete pass: The referee will ·

wave both his open hands horizontal to the
ground. This means the player did not catch
the ball.
Time out The referee will wave both
his open hands ove.r his head. vertical to the
ground. This stops the clock.
First down: The referee will make a
"chopping" motion with one hand from the
side of his head forward. This means the

offense has gone at least 10 yards and
received another set of downs.
Time in: The referee makes a big cirde vertical to the ground on the side of his
body. The referee will put the ball down and
do this. or do this after a player finishes running the ball. This is done to start the 40-second play dock and lets the time keeper know
not to stop the game clock.

PHoTo ILLusrRAnoN BY CHRISTOPHER ARNow I CFF;
PHOTO BY ADAM SHIVER I CFF

Wednesday, Jan. 29
Honk Protest
Join fell!M' UG students at Alafaya Trail and ·
University Boulevard for a Honk Protest Bring
signs that represent any cause you believe in. from
peace to recycling. and everything in betv.een.
Protesters will depart from the Free Speech Lawn.
located on the south side of the library in front of
the Math &Physics building. at 4:20 p.m. and
walk to the intersection together. The. protest
begins at 430 p.m.: contact Ryan Browne at
greenliferyan@yahoo.com.

Searching for my subconscious
THE ROAD lfSS TRAVEllD

Thursday, Jan. 30
Luna in Concert
Since forming over a decade ago. the
melodic pop-rock band Luna has gained a
legion of devoted fans that remain as loyal
to the band as the band has stayed to their
musical roots. Luna has been a regular on
college music charts and the 2002 release
of its fifth studio recording. "Romantica," has
been no different. Luna performs at the Social,
45 N. Orange Ave.; $12 in advance, $14 day of
the show: Bp.m.: 18-and-up; call 407-2461599.

LINNEA BROWN
STAFF WRITER

"Let's talk a little bit about
going into the future," cooed a
middle-aged version of Heather
Locklear, commanding the attention of the wide-eyed group gath-

ered in front of her.
"The future," echoed a portly
man, sti'oking his thick brown
beard with reverence. Speaking
quietly into a small microphone,
the woman, dressed in black
boots and a turquoise skirt and
jacket, allowed her piercing blue
eyes to settle eomfortably upon
each of her eight students.
· I gianced curiously around·
the small, dimly lit yellow room. A
bookcase was located in one corner, a lamp in another.
Resembling a small chapel, a
dozen metal chairs were
arranged neatly into three rows
on the wooden floor, occupied by

an ageless group of .attentive
answer-seekers.
Spooky. Needless to say, this
was my first time attending a
group hypnosis session.
Last Wednesday evening, I
forked over $10 dollars for a shot
at certified hypnotist Diane L.
Ross' hoW'-long, weekly hypnosis
class known as Cutting Edge
Consciousness. The room was
located in The Sage Center, a converted house on Fern Creek
Avenue.
When I called Ross earlier
that day to get directions, she
informed me of the meeting's
focus. "Tonight we'll be traveling

into the future," she breezed.
''.And not- only yolli' own future,
but-an earth-based future."
Right...whatever that meant.
When I explained my objective as a columnist, Ross delightedly informed me that she had
spent years working as a joW'nalist before pursuing hypnotism
through the National Guild of
Hypnotists and the American
Board of Hypnotherapy.
I briefly entertained the fantasy of repressing my journalistic
tendencies and becoming a pro-•
fessional Voodoo spell-caster
~
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Gear up to become a football fanatic
at the end of each-quarter and with field goal, the team that has the ball
two minutes to go in the seoond and is losing, or the gam~ is almost over.
NQ. 99, and linebacker Derrick forth quarters. Either team can also
cail a timeout, up to three times in Penalties- .
Brooks, No. 55.
.
Tampa Bay quarterback Brad eaChhalf. The officials can also stop
Perhaps the most oonfusing
Johnson, No. 14, directs the BU.cs' the game _at any time, or a head part of the.game. The ones you will
offense. veteran Pro Bowl safety ma.ch can challenge a can by the see broken the most and the ges- ·
Rod Woodson leads the Oakland officials.
tures the referees use to signal ·
A challenge is when the ooach
defense.
them are:
simply throws a :rOO flag onto the
false start: This is sigruiled by
field The officials will then review the referee ·twisting his hands in a
The score
There
several ways to - the play. A ooach cau do this twioo circle in front of his body. If someone
per half. If the ooach wins the argu- on offense moves before the ball is
score points in a football game.
ment,
the referee will overturn the
'Ibuchdown: Worth six points.
snapped, the play is stopped and
This happens when one team car- ran. The team loses one of its time- the offense is · moved back five
ries or catches the football in the outs if the ooach .loses the argu- yards.
ment.
·
Holding. This is signaled by
other team's end zone.
Clock manipulation is· one of the referee grabbing one wrist with
The PAT: After a touchdown,
the sooting team has the option to the key points to winning a football his other hand No one is allowed to
kick the ball 'through the uprights game. The winning team will run be held exoopt the ball carrier. The
tb.e ball a lot, trying to use up as offense is penalized 10 yards for
for one additional point.
much time as possible, giving the
--Orholding, the defense five.
Two-point oonvef$ion: The opposing team as little time to work
Pass interferenoo: This.is sigscoringteam.can tryfor a two-point with as they can.
naled by the referee puslrlng his
oonversion. This is like sooring
hands out from his chest. This can
another touchdown, but it's only Moving the ball
be called on either the offense or
worth two p6ints. Generally teams
Each team has four downs to defen8e. These are the calls tb.at
do not go for iwo points until late in move the ball If the team can go at really get the crowd worked up. A
the game.
least 10yardsinanyoombinationof player has a right to catch the footField goal: The field goal is passing and running, the team is ball, and cannot be touched by
worth three points. A team has to . given a new set of downs. If, on the another player until the ball is
kick the football through the forth down, the team.has hot moved touched first. If pass interferenoo is
uprights to get this. This is usually the ball forward 10 yards, the team called on the defense, the offense
attempted only o:µ fourth downs, has to decide to go for it, punt or gets the ball wherever the penalty
and the ball has to be close enough attempt a field goal ,
happened. If it's called on the
to the uprights for a kicker to try
Pt.int: The offense simply kicks offense, the team is penaliz.ed 10
this, usually within 50 yards_
yal'ds.
the ball to the defense;
And there you have it. You
Field goal: Explained earlier.
Go for it: This usually only hap- should be able to follow about 95
lime
The game clock runs oon- pens in the following situations: peroont of the- Super Bowl now. If
stantly, but can be·stopped periodi- when the offense is on the defense's you oome across something during
cally throughout the game. The. two side of the football field, the offe~ the game I haven't mentioned, or if
most oommon ways are when a has only half a yard or less to go, the you forget some of these basics,
pass is inoomplete or a player runs offense is too close to the defense's remember: Look at the otber peoout-0f-boll.nds. Time is also stopped end wne to punt but to far to try a ples' reactions andfollowthem.
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Work.;.out fear
stop~ some
Students sweat
·the idea of
shaping up·at
the gym
MIKE RIEGEL
STAFF~ER

body types _doing all types of
exercises," he said.
·
Both agree, however, that
students can overcome their
fear of the gym very easily if
they really are motivated to
workout.
Fitzgerald suggests finding
a supportive friend who can
offer P<!Sitive reinforcement.
And mappjng out a fitness p~
will also keep students focused
on their goals, instead of their
inseeurities, he said.
"Many people will have a
goal in mind and ask [a staff
member] about the best way to
reach it," Fitzgerald said.
That's exactly how sophomore Julie Rekar, 19 overcame
her fear.
"I didn't want to go; I didn't
like it and was hard to keep
coming back," she said. "Having
a plan was what got me through
the beginning."
,
The next hurdle is the
equipment. Fitzgerald says
often students are apprehensive
about working out with equip-

M()st people go to the gym
to work up a 8weat: Others, like
22 year-old junior Karen
Mauras, start sweating before
they ever reach the gyni..
Mauras is afraid of the gym, and
that fear keeps her from doing
what she wants to do most get in shape.
~·1 went
[to the UCF
Recreation
and Wellness
Center] for about five minutes,"
Mauras said. "It was just overwhelming. It was huge and there
were people and machines
everywhere. I walked in, and
then I walked right back out."
Freshman Darin Bailey, 18,
also finds the gym to be an especially unn.erving place.
"I've tried going to work out
a few tipies, but it's intimidatmg," he said. "I think if I were
watching myself in th~re, I
would look really out of place."·
. Sophomore ·
Daniel
Reardon, 20, can't seem to overcome his fear of the gym either.
"People are posing and sizing each other up constantly," he
said. "I don't want to knowwhat
they're thinking about me, so I
look.for reasons not to go [to the
·-DARIN BAILEY
gym]."
Freshman, 18
· . While a fear of working out
in the gym may not technically
qualify as a medical condition,
plenty of students simply find · ment they aren't sure how to
the experience too demoralizing use.
"If a staff member sees
and choose to side-step the idea
of getting physically fit, at least · someone with a confused look
- on their face, or they· ask us a
in the company of others.
Steve Torres, a freelance question, we're more than
trainer who has worked with happy to demonstrate and help
professional athletes · in the out," he said
Orlando area, agrees the condi· If the prospect of going to
tion isn't medical, but more like- the gym ·is still too imposing,
Torres recommends a .small
ly a case of low self-esteem.
It.is essential to remember investment in some home exer.the narcissistic nature of work- cise equipment. This will allow
ing out, he said.
for the training to start in pri·"Keeping the focus inward vate before plunging headfirst
will detract from the surroFd- . into gymnasium culture. ..
·
ings," he said.
"I tell all my clients that at ·
But Matt Fitzgerald, b~- ·some point everyone went to the
ing manager at UC 's gym for the first time, and everyRecreation and Wellness Cent , one experiences these types of
has a dilferent view of the gym · feelings," he said. "The workpatrons.
outs might get harder, but going
"I see people here of all to the gym wi1J get easie:r:."

"I've tried ·going to
workout a few ti mes,
but it's intimidating.
I think if I were.
watching myself in
·there, I would look
really out of place."

...
., _
,_
::
·"

NATALIA ZULUAGA I
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A-shot at ·success

UCF student owns thriving local liquor store

weekdays and 11 a.m. until 2 a.m. . across the street from Patel's store,
on Fridays and Saturdays. Yet, he as well as the other locally owned
hardly notices it.
stores located within a three-mile
"Sip it, Shoot it, Chug it," or so
"It's just like any other after radius.
"I've had to take the semester
goes the motto at Pat's Llquors, school job, I get to goof off and have
Leaf & Wme. fun, the only difference is ~t I have off, but I still play for the Rugby
Junior aerospace major Mitch a lot of responsibility," he said. "It's team," Patel s3.id. "When the team
Patel is not a normal 23-year-old a very relaxed job, I don't make any has recruitment parties we're
college student. Most college stu- .of my employees push a customer responsible for the ice slides, it's a
dents usually work part-time or full- to buy something, I don't believe in custom-made thing we do here at
· the store." .
time jobs in stores before or after that."
school and during the weekends,
Although Patel said he has not
Aside from ice slides, Patel
but not Patel Thanks to tile finan- tasted everytblng in the store, he also gives back to the UCF commucial support of his family and a bank can still tell the difference between nity by offering free liquor samples
loan, he has been the' successful - the "top shelf and the regular stuff." on Friday and Saturday nights from
owner of Pat's Llquors, Leaf &
"I like being truthful abOut the 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. It's a great way to
Wme, located .on the corner of product1 if someone asks if a wine is thank all the loyal customers that
McCulloch and Alafaya in the good then rm goingto tell them," he have patronized the store since its
opening in August, Patel said
Publix shopping plaza next to said
Blockbuster, since August of 2001.
Most of the customers that
-:"When there are home games I
''This job has definitely given oome in are just regular oollege stu- like to give back," he said "We go
me a lot of perks," Patel said. "I got dents and workers, he added. ·
out to the games and set up a tent
to see Jimmy Buffet for free and
"Some people oome in and you and give away.free stuff. Sometimes
attend ~tor Growl with box seats, know what to grab off the shelf," it's T-shirts or whatever promotionand I've even gotten a few tickets to . sophomore biology major Josh al stuff we have saved up, but we
the Magic games with box seats in Haupt, 20, an employee at Pat's always like to give away some
the v.I.P. section. Plus, there was Llquors, Leaf & Wme said
liquor. You'd be surprised at what
this one time down in South Beach
But when running a liquor some people will do for free alcoat the Playboy party- I mean it's store, the oooasional alooholic is hol"
Working at Pat's Llquors, Leaf
been crazy - I wouldn't give it up inescapable.
for anything."
''We open at eleven in the & Wme is different from everything
·
Patel was born in the United morning and sometimes people are else, Haupt said.
Kingdom and moved to the States waiting at the door," he added .
"It's just crazy working here;·
with his family when he was 16- "Sometimes you see someone people are always ooming in invityears-old. His parents own a bar in everyday for two weeks straight ing us to parties," he said. 'We're
Fbrt Lauderdale, so it was only nat- buying the same thing and then always having fun even if there isn't
ural for Patel to open a liquor store they disappear. It usually turns out anYthing going on in the store.
while at oollege.
they were in rehab. I dop.'t usually Everybodythatworks at the store is
"I would never sell this place," get a lot of crazy drunks in here; it's friends, we work late, then we go
Patel said. "It's not just mine, it generally a pretty oool clientele."
out and party."
belongs· to my friends and family
There are also often numerous
Senior mechanical engineertoo; they helped me build it up. _ attempts by unde~ drinkers to ing major Josh Bradley, 22, has
When I first got it, it had been a doc- . buy alcohol.
worked for Patel since he first
"I try to be oool about the · opened the store.
tor's office and we had to knock
down walls and paint over every- . underage drinkers," Fa.tel said.
'Working here is oool beCat.ise
thing. Everybody worked together "Some people want to embarrass you get to meet everybody that goes
to turn it into what it is now. I could- them, but I give them a nod, ·they to UCF," Bradley ~cl. ''We get inVitn't have done it without them."
usually get the picture and leave ed to all the-parties and meet some
With all of Patel's friends work- quietly. Sometimes though, I'll get very cool people. It's just the perks
ing at Pat's Liquors, Leaf & Wme, it some guy swearing up and down of the job."
is like one big family, with Patel about how his I.D. is real, but I can't
Patel said he is staying with·
heading up the household a8 the sell to some guy like that."
Pat's Llquors, Leaf & Wme for the
- father figure.
. Patel has recently had to take time "Qeirig and is just waiting to see
Patel sometimes works up to some time off from school to keep- where it will take hiin.
60 hours a week since his store is up with his competition, _the new
"I've got no plans right now, rm
open from 11 a.m. until midnight on Wal-Mart liquor store that opened · just enjoying the ride."
BECKA KULCHAK
STAFF WRITER
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FloSt!.!.~fig!~,k ~

Waterford Lakes
''A Full Service Florist"
14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, F.L 32789
Phone 407-629-0050
Fax 407-629-0877
1-800-393-0051
· BRETT HART I CFF

The busy crowds of the Rec Center make many students self-conscious.

CFF

.The owner of Pat's Liquors, Leaf &Wine, Mitch Patel,-enjoys his day at work with his friends surrounded with a store full of alcohol.

10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817 ·
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

Stop by, call, or visit us onlinel www.allinbloom.com
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15% Discount with UCF
Student or Faculty ID!

We service to ALL parts of the.
country! "Same Day Delivery"
~ Wire service or Delivery available

over phone with major Credit Card
fwire and delivery service excludes discount)
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instead. However, a quick flashback of the fraudulent walking
corpse in ''Weekend at Bernie's
II" brought me swiftly back to
.
reality.
Ross was calmly explaining
the various levels of consciousness that one could reach during hypnosis. ''We don't want to
go into the Theta level, which is
the deepest level of conscious- _
ness, because you won't remem- .
ber anything," Ross explained.
''We only want t-0 go as far as
Alpha-level consciousness,
which is the feeling you get right
before you fall asleep - when
·you're almost dreaming but you
can still hear everything."
Inwardly, I breathed a deep
sigh of relief. I had been getting
horrible mental pictures of
f~ into a trance so deep that·
I would become a zombie for the
rest of my life (think, the heart- ·
attack-hypnosis in "Office
Space" gone bad). Or worse,
being brain-washed into joining
· the Heaven's Gate cult ...or
somethll),g.
.
Here goes nothing, I .
thought, attempting to squelch
the butterflies in my stomach as
Ross instructed us to reiax and
pressed play on her cassette

player. Soft, futuristic music
filled the room as Ross continued to speak into the microphone, talking us through a
step-by-step process of relaxing
every muscle in our bodies, then
our minds.
To be perfectly honest, I'm
still not sure if I was really hypnotized or just half-dr-eaming.
But whatever it was, it was pretty cool.
While in an altered state,
Ross asked us to look, at our
lives in one year, five -years, 10
years and 100 years. She then
asked us to look at the Earth
and how people were living in
100 years, then 500 years. When
our session was over and Ross
had firmly guided us back from
la-la land, she encouraged us to
share our experiences and
visions.
·
In the 10-year vision, one
woman said she met her unmarried,-childless friend's future 8year-old son; in the one-year
vision, a man saw himself with
his mother...at his father's
funeral. "The spirit guides
knew you were coming," Ross
. said knowingly.
As for my own hypnotic
visions, I had a couple of nightmarish visions about misery
and loved ones myself.

-

VOTED BEST BURGER!

·-----------------~--------~

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION

BY LINNEA BROWN / CFF

Believing in hypnosis may just be a matter of looking deep into the eyes of the beholder.
However, I'm too skeptical to
jump to the conclusion that
those visions were prophetic or
truthful; instead, I think they
may have simply been a product
of the things I felt subconsciously guilty about.
One hilarious example of
this self-reproach was the horrible nightmare/vision of getting a
Dolly Parton-sized surgically
enhanced bust, which I shared
with the group.
"Maybe you're trying to get
something off your chest," one
man suggested solemnly.
The group members' 100year predictions were less
believable. Every one of them
seemed to have seen the same
colorless, stereotypical foresight
of rubble everywhere· and people livfug underground. Now
perhaps their predictions were
accurate, but I must admit that I
saw nothing except campy reruns of "The Jetsons" running
through my head, which I doubt
was anything more than my
overactive imagination.

· : Receive $1 off any combo with :.
: , ·. UCF student ID.
:

But who cared? Regardless
of the visfons' truth value, my
imaginings were enough to
warn me that I'd better make a
few changes in my life now to
prevent inevitable failur~ later.
So the question of whether or
not I buy into all that 'floatywoaty' stuff is no longer relevant. Instead, I now respect hypnosis as a highly misunderstood
tool that can motivate people by
allowing them to listen to their
deepest intuitions.·
As we walked out of the
Sage building, I learned that the
brown-bearded man was a certified hypnotist who brings his
hypnosis act to colleges and
clubs.
''Who knows, I might do a
show at UCF soon," he boomed
heartily. ''You can be one of my
on-stage guinea pigs."
And have him trick me in.to
beha'ving like a real guinea pig?
Maybe next lifetime; I don't
think I'm quite ready for the
hypnosis performance circuit
yet.

I
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One discount per ID, per visit.
Offer Expires 5/31/03 .
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11556 University Blvd.
(407) 736-0040
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Booty
5 Madison Ave.

· type
10 Salve
14 Scarlett's
plantation
15 Form of bingo
16 Toledo's lake
17 Mellowed, as
wine
18 Sellers film
20 Lasting
22 Attacks
23 Computer key
24 Omits
26 One Jackson
29 Put on the hard
·. drive
33 Undrawn, as a
gun
37 Blackthorn
38 Lyricist
Gershwin
39 Everlasting
42 Lodging house
43 Radar's favorite
beverage
45 Alumni .
47 Funnel cloud
50 Eiirly computer
· game
.. 51 Was radiant
53 Fabler of yore
57 Henry Clay or
Daniel Webster
60 Epitome of
deadness
63 Compensations
65 Sci·fi classic
66 Yemeni capital
67 Cyber
messages
68 "Diana" singer
Paul
69 Misplaced
70 Actress Rene
71 Wise off

Classes.
starting soon!
- L~AT:

2Q03 Tribune Me011'5etvlcel, Inc. ·
All rlgllls resetVed.
·
.

@

8 Author Beattie ·
9 Noodle
,
10 Urgent requests
11 God of war
12 Old money in
Milan
1 3 Bump into "
19 First-rate
21 Banal
25 Abduct
27 Hanoi holiday
28 Mount Hood's
state
30· Touched ground
31 Solitary ·
32 Part of SLR
33 Subtle bit of help
34 Nabisco cookie
DOWN
35 Cohort of Haley
1 Noffresh
and Bolger
·
2 Conestoga
36 Bobble the ball
3 "_You Glad
40 Ruckus
You're You?"
41 Crescent4 Gizmos
shaped
5 French
44 Moment
clergyman
46 Meeting
6 Caribou cousin
schedules
7 Injures seyerely 48 Nautical "Yo!"

Classes begin Thur~day, April

a-, 2003

GMAT; Classes begin Thur~day; Feb. 6, 2003
PleaSe see
·so11111ons

on page 19

GAE: Classes begin Tuesd.ay, Feb. 25, 2003
DAT: Classes begin Tuesday~ Feb. 4, 2003
OAT: Classes begin Tuesday, Feb. 4, 2003

49 Gabled window
52 Ferber and
O'Brien
54 Finnish bath
55 Piggy grunts
56 Entreaties
57 Unwritten, as a

contract
Make again
Tarzan's friends
Elevator man?
Scandinavian
capital
64 Aussie bird

58
59
61
62

Call or visit u~ online today to enroll.

KAPLAN
1-800-.KAP.-TEST
kaptest.com
• Test names are registered trademarl<s of their respective OW)1ers.
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750 TRAYBL
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Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
[-""7i"@""" '..., ~ '"'"" .

'... __ ..3 ::Oft!s.~ A_!!d~!SS
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 115
Orlando, FL 32817

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 44 7-4556
By Email: classifieds@UCFfli.ture.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 115

5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

'. ,; 'fily~e'fti~r.,~jil!~ -~3
Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

(Univ. & Rouse behind Hess & Chik-Fil-A)

407-447-4555 • dassifieds@IJCTfuture.com

2 IsSues (1 week):
8 ~ues (4 weeks):
24 ~ues (12 weeks):
Bolding:
Large Headline:

Charge~ listed above include an ad of
up to five lines, 35 characters per line.
$1/wk for each additional line.

IIlI1J HELP WANTED IIlI1J HELP WANTED IIlI1J HELP WANTED IIlI1J HELP WANTED Ii]
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed. Call
1·800-965-6520 ext 107.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly,
·outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando
and Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEE-OED
No exp. necessary.
__
Earn up to $150-$450 a day.
1-800-814-0277 x 907
3 sales people needed to sell roses
dtwn :08, Cowboys, The Why Not,
and more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 1Op-2a.
Nice smile, reliable car, at least 18.
$10-$30/av per hpur. Join our Team!
Call Roses by Renee 407-681-3612
I am a UCF student looking for a
babysitting job. I can care for child(ren)
of any age, every day of the week.
Flexible schedule. Reliable,
experienced, and ref. avail.
Call 954-258-3398 or e-mail
alves_natalia@hotmail.com._

. Dream Vacation, Inc.
is now hiring
PT/FT customer serVice reps.
. Excellent commissions:· No exp: nee.
Flexible schedule. 2 min. from UCF.
Call 407-380-8772.

Female Model Search
Seeking Photogenic & attractive
females for online Calendar site.
No experience or nudity required.
Earn $ now. Not you, tell a friend
For info, call 9-7pm 407-694-6740
"Attractive, thin females who smoke
needed for national telephone intetview.
Selected callers earn $50. Leave- name
& number, your call will be retun:ied
ASAP: 1-888-355-0322 Toll Free"

FLOWER GIRLS NEEDED!!'

Customer Service Reps PIT ·
No exp. necessary but always a plus.
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type
@ ample speed. Located near
Orlando Int Airport. Flexible
Schedule + great pay. AM/PM
posititjns available. Call Peggy or
Brandon @ 407·243-6150 ref. 1010

Work in Area's HOTTEST Night ·
Clubs! $$$ PT Hours, FT PAY $$$
MUST BE ENERGETIC
AND OUTGOING
Make Big Money
Start Today. 407 538-6136
PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary
of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
CaUKevin @ 1-866-208-3263.

Child Care Needed in our Oviedo
home. Any two days M-F 8am-5pm,
occasionally evenings or weekend. 3yr
old girl , and.19 mo boy. Must have own
trans, NS, .references and exp with
young children. Edu majors
encouraged. $9/hr. Call
407-923-2250 or 407-325-7217
or eve 407-365-6502 .

BARTENDERS NEEDED!!
No experience necessary!!
Earn up to $300/Day!!
1-866-291-1884 xU971

Valet Parking Attendants Needed

SUMMER IN MAINE
Males and females.
Meet new friends! Travel!
Teach your favorite activity.
*Tennis
*Swim
*Canoe
*Sail
~water Ski
*Kayak
*Gymnastics.
· *Theatre
*Silver Jewelry
*Nanny
*Copper Enameling *Video
*English Riding
·*Ropes.
*Pottery
*Office
*Land sports and more.

openings! Locations
throughout Orlando area, flex
schedules, FT/PT avail, for great pay
and great opp call
407-971-9131
Graduate Debt Free? Retire in 3
to 5 years? Earn while you learn?
Ar.e you entrepreneurial, a team
player, a self-starter? Help us
launch the East Coast market.
Flexible hours. Call Larry or
Diane for an interview at
1·877-426-2074 (toll free message
line) or 407-880-3855.

WT/FT
=WScholarships/Co-ops
Wlexible Schedules
.::WCustomer Service/ Sales

(401) 862-8186
www.workforstudents.com

CORRECTED E-MAIL ADDRESS!!
CAMPUS REPS needed for new
energy drink. Feb through April.
($590) Outgoing w/ marketing savvy.
Send letter of. intro plus resume to
mvangilder1@nyc.rr.com.

MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED
No experience necessary!!
Earn up to $150-$450/Day!!
Call now for immediate exposure
1-800-814-0277 x971

Successful Promotions Company
just expanded to Orlando. We're
looking for 4 promotional reps. PIT
hours FIT pay. Perfect for students,
flexible hours. Great opportunity. ·
Contact Ian @ 407-251-39-13.

Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 602
Tonino's Italian restaurant is
Looking For Experienced Waiters
and Waitresses for FT or PT. Stop by
our: location in Oviecfci to apply or
call 40t-9n~2'(t6.
.-

Part Time Leasing Agent needed
for potential long te[m emptoyment.
Experi~nce. Preferred.
Call 40¥·-673-4401 or ;.
Fax resume.to 407-998-37~7.
Calico Jacks now taking appRCations
for all positions. Apply in person
M·Tb between 2-4.
11726 East Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817 .

, The Exercise Physiology ~ab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18\ l5), to participate in a research study to
ex~ine how genetic_
s affec~ ~he way a person responds to weight
trallllllg.
·
\

Participants willreceive:
• 24 supervised training session8
• MRI scans of the upper arms
• $125

Amazing summer @ premier PA co-ed
children's overnight camp. Energetic,
enthusiastic, men and women wanted
for all activities and counselor positions.
Good -salary, great experience,
internships available. To schedule for
on campus interview for late March visit
website www.campnockamixon.com

· Call Today
407-823-5163

June t~ August. Residentia~.
Enjoy our website. Apply online.
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls:

1-800-997-4347
www.tripplakecamp.com
Experienced Tech , PIT kennel attendant
and receptionist needed at Mitchell
Hammock Pet Hospital.
Call 407-366-7323 for more info.
18+ Attractive females wanted
for paid video interview.
Call 407-256·3903 for details.
Marketing Associate needed by busy
satellite service. Motivated office. PIT to
start FIT within 90 days. E-mail
mm@echighspeed.com or
fax resume @ 407-977•8780.
Telephone sales agents earn
$15-$30/hr. selling quality vacation
pckgs. to existing cust; No Exp.
nee. just a clear, enthusiastic voice
and the willingness to learn. Day,
evening· & weeknd hrs. ava.il. Full
be~efits. UCF Area. lmmed.
Opening~· Avail. E-mail resume to
julia@etourandtravel.com or
fax to 407-658-1768 attn. Juria

SOFA BED, queen, used, leather. ,
$100. Can Deliver. Call 407-823-2165~
Texas Instruments Tl-83 Graphing
Calculator - brand new, never opened.
Ultraviolet color. Only $100!! ·
Call Steve @ 407-421-6639

Im AUTOMOTIVE
!!!! DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES!!!!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality
auto repair/maintenance, etc?
Don't delay, call
THE AUTO GENERAL 407-399-7514.
ASE certified* and beats most
independent shop rates!

·E-.mgil editor@ueffutu;e.com for more information!
.
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SPORTY, 4DR, HONDA ACCORD EX
5 spd. Man.,. one owner, all Honda
parts/serv. Pwr. win/sunroof. 6CD
changer. Ork Green, exc. cond. 65k .
$7495/obo. Call 407-359-8320.

'88 Toyota Camry. 4dr. White,
Manual. Air,stereo,cruise control.
160k. New ftont tires & battery.
Tinted. Well maintained. $1800.
Call 4o7-836-t504.

1992 Toyota Camry
In-great condition, 5 speed, great gas
mileage, A/C, stereo, onty 157,000 ·
miles! Asking $3250
Call 407-695-4839

m

FoRRENT

Hiring Mortgage lead
Generators

Hourly Pay + Commission
Full Time Pay w/ PT Schedule!
We Refinance Mortgages For Home
Owners Right Over The Phone.
!!! No Saturday Nights !!!
!!! Join The Winning TEAM!!!
CALL 407-366-2360

LOOKING FOR HOUSE MATES!
Unfu.rnished master bedroom/bath in
spacious home, UCF/Oviedo area in
beautiful neighborhood, N/S, no pets.
2 available. $475/mo + util call
407.243.3760 or 407-681-9289

.~

Ii]

FOR SALE

BED - A full size set, new, still in plastic
w/warr. Sell $175. 407-383-0585.

Available positions include:
•Editors
• News ti lifestyles
- Writers
• Photographers

1991 MAZDA RX7, H you see it
you buy it! All original factory RX-7
in perfect condition! Candy apple
red w/black interior, sunroof,
power window, abs, cold ac,
Carfax certified car w/115,700
serviced miles. Won't last!
Serious buyers only, $5800,
call Jose at 407-443-5762.

Minutes from UCF. 2100 sq ft
· · 3bed/2bath home plus den, lr/dr,
·l arge family room,.screened porch,
fenced yard, 2 car garage. AU
appliances, lawn service incl, no
pets. $1550/mnth. 407-230-1116.

BED - Queen pillow-top set. Name
brand w/ warranty. NEW in plastic.
Sacrifice $220. Can deliver.
407-383-0585.

"

FOR SALE

lmmediat~

New Year! New Job!
$14.00 Base/Appt.

FREE WEIGHT TRAINtNG.

\

$9perwk
$8perwk
$7perwk
$1 perwk
$1perwk

MATIRESS SET - A queen. set,
orthopedic/plush, unused in plastic.
Sell $210. Can deliver.
407-383-0585.
Mobile Hot Dog Cart
Clean, new parts, good condition.
Excellent earning potential.
. $3500/obo. Call 407-443-7454.
'92. Dodge Colt. Manual, 5 spd.
Runs well. $1200. Call 407-926-6439
or e-mail kajm98@hotmai!.com.

Metrowest Area.
Large room avail. in 4/2. Mature,
Quiet Female pref. Furnished/Unfurnished. No pets.
$450/mnth. All util. Incl.
Call DJ at 321-662-1165.
3/2/2C Conway home. All nelA(
·appliances. $1100/mnth. 1st and last
security dep. requ. Great location.
• Please call 407-970-9711.
ROOM AVAIL BY UCF. $400 INCL.
ALL UTIL. FURNISHED WITH BED.
HOUSE HAS WASHER, DRYER,
POOL TABLE, BIG SCREEN Tv.
ACCESS TO POOL AND
VOLLEYBALL COURT. FEMALES
ONLY. CALL PAUL 407-468-3161.
Room avail. for Male in Northgate
Lakes acrossJrom UCF. 3/2 fully
furnished. Reduced to $400/mnth. incl.
util. for sublease through 8/1/03.
$200 security. Call 386-672'-9872 ·
or e-mail E~sterbl'@flcourts. org .

fl)
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FOR RENT

House for Rent •
Alafaya Woods • 3/2 double garage
$1250 per/mo (inclu W/D) 1st, Sec.
Deposit + Last Month. Roommate
situation ok. Call 321-229-6726.

m
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Great Deal Originally $565/mnth,
but now $300/mnth. Incl furn. +Util.
1B/1 B avail. in 3B/3B apart. with 2 F
roomm~tes in Pegasus Landing_
Avail. now through April.
Margaret 561-741-2937.

Short Term Lease
Roommate needed to take over lease
at Village @ Alafaya Club. Avail ASAP
and until Aug only. Move in any vacant
room in complex, your choice. Rent
$485/mo, util inclu. UCF shuttle.
Call 407-310-0105
AP'r'FOR RENT - 2/2 $650/mo includes
water, garbage, and local phone with
voicemail. Walking distance to UCF.
Pets OK. Call Rachel 407-781-3402.

1

Sublease in Northgate Lakes Apt. avlb.
asap. 4 bed/2 bath. All util. incl.
$400/mnth. Call Sarah at 850-543-3352
or e-mail Skloyd@aol.com.
Looking for an apartment in .Alafaya
Club? I n~ed to gef out of my lease
I will pay your move in.
Call Alex 321-695-4049.
House for Rent
Polk County home for rent in
Davenport. Furnished 4/2 with
heated pool and 2 car garage.
Only $1400/mo (can negotiate).
Please Call 718-342-1864

on all studios! 1,2,& 3 BR apt.
homes. Arden Villas Apartments
407-382-1100.
NEW LISTING! Hunter's Reserve
Condo. Walk to UCF. 2B/2B, pool,
tennis, workout room, basketball
court. $800/mnth. Contact owner
@ 386-427-1064.

UCF AREA· 1 B avail. in a 4B
townhouse. Furnished, amenities,
$390/mnth. all util. incl. 813-760-3991.
Rent room. Village @ Alafaya. M/F
Get 2 new microfridges, fully
furnished, walk in closet, 1 bath
w/ util.- $465/mo. Near UCF
call 407-313-8167. Leave a message.

Room available in a 28/28. 15 minutes
from UCF. $360/mnth. + 1/2 util.
Need someone who is serious minded
and quiet. Contact Mensoor
407-257-0011 or leave message. ·

Townhouse for rent.

SERVICES

!!!!ONLINE PARTY SUPPLIES!!!!
Visit DJCarl.makesparties.com for
cheap party supplies", toys, theme
packages, wedding gifts, gift baskets
and more. 407-306-8010.

VIRTUAL ASSISTANT WILL PROVIDE
TYPING, flESUME, JOB SEARCH
LEADS, EVENTS, CLERICAL
SERVICES. CALL DEBBIE
(407) 382.4681 .
Lose Weight wanted: 23 people to
lose weight now all natural doctor ·
recommended #1 in Europe Call
407-748-1466 1 person at a
time associates.

l!J ON CAMPUS
UCF PHI BETA LAMBDA is recruiting
for the Spring semester! We are the
premier organization for business
& leadership. Meeting at 6pm on 1/28
in Wired Cafe. Email
DontMessWthTheS@aol.com for info
Would you like to improve your
communication and speaking skill?
Try Toastmasters! First two visits
free! Our local club meets the 1st
and 3rd Wednesdays @ Perkins
(11662 University BLVD) 7:30 to 8:.30
AM. Call Diane Neff at 407-823-0038
or dneff@mail.ucf..e du

[I]

GREEKS

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, & Florida.
Best Parties, Best Hotels, Best Prices!
Group Discounts, Group organizers
travel free! Space is limited! Hurry up
& Book Now! 1-800-234-7007
www.endlesssummertours.com

·$jn°•,· 5•4rt1P~ ·
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Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise with food. Accommodations
on the island ot one of ten resorts (your d1oice).

IPPalacllla Trlve1
1-800-861-5018

www.BahamaSun.com
Book Earlv tor Best Selection!
ACT NOW! Last Chance to guarantee
the best Spring Break Prices to all
destinations. Reps Needed... Travel
free, Earn $$$. Group discounts
for 6+. www.leisuretours.com.
1-800-838-8203.

SPRING BREAK!
Bahamas Party Cruise
$279
5 Days, Includes 10 Free Meals.
Free Parties & Drink Specials!
lnclu. Port, Departure, Hotel Tax!
www.springbreaktravel.com
1.800.678.6386

KA
OUTSTANDING DENTAL PLAN
for single student $11.95, or $19.95
with room mates or an entire
household. Includes FREE
prescription, vision, and chiropractic
plans. Call Orlando office
@ 866-293-0675
www.mybenefitsplus.com/Wherron.

1

LOSE WEIGHT

IOClll B11co1111111llBll

Kappa Delta would lfke to announce the
beginning of the Generation Donation
Blood Drive on Jan. 27-29 in front
of the Student Union.

AOT
GOOD LUCK ROSIE with Miss UCF!
We know you will do great.
We are so proud of you.
AOT, your sisters

i!J

Call Diane tor a
FREE Sample

SPRING BREAK!
Panama City Beach
Boardwalk Beach Resort $199
Includes 7 Nights Hotel,
6 Free Parties! .
24 Hours Free Drinks!
Cancun & Jamaica
From $459 www.springbreaktravel.com
1.800.678.6386

Solutions

MISC.

Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local Positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext 1 00

407-349·3485

L
L

RETAIL

Actors/Musicians

DO MEN KNOW? Looking ,good takes
more than soap & water. Skin
Management for Men from Mary Kayproducts that treat men's skin right.
marykay.com/jhassani 407.281.9918

Perform Better! School,
Sports or Sex! Help for YOU!
Unlock your talents and potentials
NATURALLY. Private Sessions.
www.hypnodean.com or 407 851 -0945

m!J

UCF Students Receive 20% Off
Headshots for comp cards. Call Mack
Photography at 407-539-7032
to make an appointment.

Do Your Taxes Online @
www.absolutetaxes.com for a
minimal fee of $9.95 for 1040EZ
and $14.95 for 1040. FREE E-FILE!!

SERVICES

NOWI

HONEYMOON SPECIALIST

Online Filing

Room for rent. 2 miles south from UCF.
$300/mnth plus 1/3 util. M/F, duplex.
We have a cat. Call Charles
@ 407-716-8978.

Discount Coupons up to $2SO
Cancun, Acapulco, Jamaica &
Bahamas packages with air•
Our staff's 18th Spring Break
1-800-328-7513
www.hotspringbreaks.com

Local full-service travel ageRcy with
exp. in honeymoon planning. Great
deals and ideas for every budget.
Call American Travel Consultants
at (407) 679-6655.

10 %discount wJ studegt IB

F roommate wanted in 2B/2B.
Non-smoker. About 5 minutes from
UCF. W/D, furnished or unfurnished.
$375/mnth. UtiJ. incl. Contact
Christina @ 407-971-8541.

9

>.t

(40/) 670-5552
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TRAVEL .

HOT SPRING BREAKS

•
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2100 N. Forsyth Rd .. Unit 8
Orlando, FL 32807

Share a 3/2 home in Alafaya Woods!
$500/mo includes utilities, W/D, security
sys, & all appliances! Call Barbara
@ 321-229-6726! •

I

Herbalife Independent
~~
Oistribu1or.
~

INCENSE • . CANDLES .
STICKERS • INDIAN TAPESTRIES

Tutor
Writing instruction and CLAST
preparation 407-679·4299 or
marshgator1@earthlink.net

AND MUCH, MUCH MORE!
HOURS:

TUE9 - 9AT 10-6
5814 MAKOMA DRIVE
ORLANDO

Eam $1,000. $2,000
for your student Group

(off Oak Ridge Rd)

in just 3 hours!

407 .850.5911

College fundra1s1ng made Simple, Safe and Free

VISA'
•.
.•
•
-c~·--DJillil
•

Multiple fundraising options available. No
carwashes. No raffles. Just success! Fundraising
dates are filling quickly. Get with the programs
that world

!...~

I

t)S!!]1pUS

Start your own Fraternity!
Zeta Beta Tau is looking for men
to start a new Chapter. If you are
interested in academic success,
a chance to network and an
opportunity to make friends in a
non-pledging Brotherhood,
e-mail: zbt@zbtnational.org
or call 800-431-9674.
!!MERCHANDISE WANTED,
CASH PAID!!
Box fulls to house fulls. Will buy
books, eds, videos, and other
miscellaneous items.
Call Dave@ 407-568-1791.
SATELLITE 18"
Top dollar paid for access cards
& equip. I buy used/broken DirecTV
& dish network systems. I come
to you. Daytime 321-945-5690.
Evening 407-260-1505.

Your Trusted Source for College Furulraising.
888-923-3238 • www campusfundra1ser com

Foxhunt Lanes, 2 miles from UCF.
2bed/2bath. Rent $600-$700/mnth.
(neg.) Avail. now. Companipn
animals welcome.
CaJI 407-281-7822 or 321-331-1859.

Room avail. in 2b/2b Villa for student.
Winter Park/Casselberry area, must
see to appreciate, alarm sys, cable, w/d
unit, pool, sauna, trail around lake,
walking distance to Sally's Gym,
10 mins from Whole Foods, $400/mth
incl. util. Call 407-375-7520.

•
.

warranty on re111irs

ROOMMATE REFERALS • Florida's
oldest/largest rmt. service. All areas,
all prices, all screened. Call Susie
at 407-581-2267 or email
roommatesfl@aol.com.
"Let us find your ideal roommate"

Looking for someone to sublease
apartment.· Pegasl,ls Landing, F only,
$490/mnth. Willing to pay $100 to
anyone willing to find someone. We
will pay move in cost + half of first
months rent. Move in immediately.
Call Mary toll free@ 1-877-887-8530
Brand new house on lake, never
lived in. W/D, kitchen priv,
high speed net, cable inclu.
Rooms avail on 2/1/03. _
Located in waterside. $450+
Call Daniel 321-287-0246

fl
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Dover Estates. 4848 Cedar Bay Street.
3121?.C pool home. Completely
remodeled. Move-in ready.
Privacy fenced. $139.9K.
Call 407-970-9711.

F, non-smoker wanted. $475/mnth incl.
everything exc. telephone. Cable
Internet. 3B/2B house off of Dean
and McCulloch: Contact Melissa
@ 407 -491-0091 .
1 B/1 B available now in 3/3
furnished apt. at Jefferson
Commons. Only $490/mo inclu util,
cable, W/D, and ethernet.
Call 407-492-2989

"'

., ·• full sef'Vice auto repair &auto b00y •Shuttle service available
"' ™
.. foreign and domestic
•All major credit cards3CJ1Jpt00
•Pay over the !*onp mpabil~sff;,
•Free towing mqualified repairs
~ Dnu lbll year parts and labor

,

3 months FRl=E rent

~ ~ ~,"HONESTY

.~ A~ ~ffwA.~l \\~
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Room for Rent in 3bd/2ba House in
Waterford Lakes. Quiet Neigh, W/D,
furnished, and ethernet. $350/month + 1/3 util. Call Scott at (407)399-6962.
Room available. 10 minutes from
UCF." $375/mnth. Incl. util. + W/D.
Female preferred. Call 407-929-1391.

. ~ l lr, 1·
find Auto. Service
IS DUA GUARANTEE"
·
.
,,-:=~~~ 1~;

2bed/2bath condo. 1/2 mile from
UCF in Hunter's Res~rve. Water &
Appliances incl. Can be furnished.
$830/mnth. Avail immed.
Call 407-222-3488.

Im
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what a girl wants!

Velocity®
-1-·:.-

==-:wg. . =;rmr&r®f.tJP~~

It -captures your energy, yourspirit and your style. Call me
·
to experience the Velocity® fragrance and skin care
collections. Plus, I have lots of coordinating color products!
Happy ReNew Year Sweepstakes
JENNIFER HASSANI
. INDEPENDENT BEAUTY CONSULTANT
- enter to win $5000 or $1000 on
www.marykay.com/jhassani
mv website.
407.281.9918

MARY KA y®

Mention this ad for a 10% discount off your 1st order

Florida's ONLY 4 Day, 5 Night SPRING
BREAK packages. Student Express
#1 parties in Cancun with exclusive
appearances by DJ SKRIBBLE and
SHAGGY!! Spring Break on another
level! Reliable Air and Hotel. From
$439! www.studentexpress.com
or 800-787-3787 for details.
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Ou d ci e the winner of o r
Minute·
·test. ·
Stop by the new Reaction store and .see our top ten contestants
on video performing their most o_utrageous trick or craziest antic.
Then you vote for who should be a star.

Receive a free Reaction mix CD
with

yo~r

vote and any purchase. While supplies last. ·

For more information visit reactiononline/15minutes.com
or visit our new Reaction store at the Florida Mall.
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